








(left to right) Engineer Fred Stafford, Engineer Dennis Giangregorio,
Deputy Chief Carroll Bassett, Chief Irving Bassett, Deputy Chief Jim Bassett
(not pictured: Engineer Andy Higham, Engineer Jim Passinissi)
(cover photo)
Members of Sandown Volunteer Fire Department 1998
left to right:front row: Manny Fardella, Ed Mackey, George Hassard,
second row: Lloyd Lessard, Jim Bassett, Irving Bassett, Carroll Bassett, Dennis Giangregorio
third row: Jim Devine, Jim Jensen, Kevin Major, Fred Stafford, Mike Gorski, Tom Small, Bob Baldwin
fourth row: Gary Webler, Dave Cheney, Fred Teague, Mike Ranney, Ken Sherwood, Jerry Lachance
not pictured: Rudy True, Al Johnson, Jim Passinissi, Todd Luscomb, Lance Anderson, Mike Devine,
Walter Fields, Arthur Arena, Steve Eaton, Ken Scipione
Thank you to Debbie Brown for photography.
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
SANDOWN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1948 - 1998
"At the Town Meeting of March 9, 1948 the town chose a committee
of seven to study fire protection needs and appropriated the sum
of $500 to be used for the purchase of equipment."*
"The Committee decided that with this appropriation as a foundation,
something definite could be accomplished. A Volunteer Fire Department
was organized and a Volunteer Fire Association was formed to aid in
the support of the Department."*
The year 1998 marks the 50th Anniversary of the Sandown Volunteer
Fire Department. The accomplishments of the department are many,
far too many for more than a few to be mentioned in this short
notation.
From the first fire station that was built by volunteer effort in
1948, to the second fire station that was built by volunteer effort
in 1980, to the hundreds of hours spent training, the heart of the
department has been the commitment of its members.
Over the past 50 years, its members have stood at the ready,
prepared to come to the aid of others, often at great personal
risk and sacrifice. To them, the deepest reverence is due.
TOWN REPORT DEDICATION
The 1997 Town Report is dedicated to two residents who have given
nearly 100 years of service to the Sandown Volunteer Fire Department
and the citizens of Sandown. Mr. Lloyd Lessard has been a member of
the department since 1956 and has served as treasurer for 30+ years.
Mr. Rudy True has served since 1945 and was the first official member
of the Angle Pond Fire Station. We wish to take this opportunity to
thank these two gentlemen for their years of dedication to the town.
We hope that they will continue to be valuable members of our Fire
Department for many years to come.
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Cable TV Advisory Board
Tom Gainan
Timberlane School Board Members







OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
SANDOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03873
Incorporated 1756 Tel: (603) 887-4870
1997 TOWN CLERK REPORT
6322 MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS ISSUED
5412 PLATE DECALS (? 2.50
1025 TITLE FEES @ 2.00
774 DOG LICENSES ISSUED
17 GROUP LICENSES ISSUED
LATE FEES
DOG FINES
MARRIAGE FEES TO STATE 21 @ 38.
MARRIAGE FEES TO TOWN 21 @ 7.
VITAL STATISTICS FEES TO STATE
VITAL STATISTICS FEES TO TOWN •
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT Ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF sandown YEAR ENDING 12-31-97
CREDITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF sandoi^n YEAR ENDING 12-31-97
DEBITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT r/^J







































































3501.00 SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
3501.10 SALE OF TOWN PROPERTY
3502.00 INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS




3915.00 TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL RESERVE
TOTAL RECEIPTS
ORDERS DRAWN BY SELECTMEN
BALANCE DECEMBER 31,1996














































CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE
LIABILITIES








































































TOTAL ACRES EXEMPTED UNDER CURRENT USE
TOTAL ACRES TAKEN OUT OF USE DURING YEAR
TOTAL ACRES RECEIVING 20% RECREATIONAL ASSESSMENT
TOTAL # OF OWNERS GRANTED CURRENT USE
NEW ACRES
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS: APPROPRIATION
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
4130 EXECUTIVE




4191 PLANNING & ZONING






4619 CONSERVATION COMMISSION $500
DEBT SERVICE
4711 PRIN. LONGTERM B.& N. $90,000
4721 INTEREST LONGTERM B. & N. $40,598
4723 INTEREST TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE $10,000
TOTAL $140,598.00
TOTAL OPERATING APPROPRIATIONS $1,195,759.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
WA #4 BL GRANT $80,050.99
WA #6 CRUISER $25,675.00
WA #7 REPAIRS • $5,228.00
WA #8 PATROLS $1,473.50
WA #9 ENGINE #2 $12,000.00
WA #10 1995 $52,138.66
WA #10 FIRE EQT $3,500.00
WA #12 ELDERLY $1,200.00
WA #13 VIC GEAR $600.00
WA #14 SUM REC . $10,000.00
WA #15 REC FUND $100.00
WA #16 MV WK ST $3,710.00
WA #17 TX COMPU $3,350.00
TOTAL CAPITAL APPROPRIATIONS 1995: $199,026.15




TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS
NET SCHOOL TAX ASSESSMENT
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL & COUNTY
SUBTRACT WAR SERVICE CREDITS






















3120 LAND USE CHANGE TAX $32,000
3185 YIELD TAXES $10,500
3190 INTEREST & PENALTIES ON TAXES $70,000
TOTAL $112,500
LICENSES & PERMITS
3210 BUSINESS LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES $1,000
3220 MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES $458,379
3230 BUILDING PERMITS $14,500,
3290 OTHER LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES $13,164
$487,043.00
FROM STATE
3351 SHARED REVENUE $23,328
3352 MEALS & ROOMS TAX $49,651
3353 HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT $83,926
TOTAL $156,905.00
FROM OTHER GOVERNMENT
3379 INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE $0.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401 INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS $36,000.00
3409 OTHER CHARGES $0.00
TOTAL $36,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY $30,311.00
3502 INTERESTS ON DEPOSITS 44,500.00
3503 OTHER $1,500.00
TOTAL $76,311.00
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3915 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND $0.00
FUND BALANCE USED TO REDUCE TAXES $0.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $868,759.00
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COHPARATIVE STATEMENT








4191 PLANNING I ZONING







































OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES





4711 PRIN, LONGTERH B,& N, $90,000
4721 INTEREST LONGTERH B. S N.' $40,598
4723 INTEREST TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE $10,01
TOTAL $140,598
TOTAL OPERATING APPROP. /EXPEND. $1,195,759.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
WA l<\ BL GRANT $80,050
WA 85 ROADS $60,000
WA #6 CRUISER $25,675
WA 17 REPAIRS $5,228
WA §8 PATROLS $1,473
WA 89 ENGINE 82 $12,000
WA 810 1995 $52,138
WA 810 FIRE EOT $3,500
WA 812 ELDERLY $1,200
WA 813 VIC GEAR $600
WA 814 SUM REC $10,000
WA 815 REC FUND $100
WA 816 MV WK ST $3,710
WA 817 TX COHPU $3,350



































TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 1997 $1,454,785.15
TOTAL TOWN EXPENDITURES






CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1998 $2,117,696.86
TEMPORARY LOAN $0.00
TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED $6,599,289.55
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES $248,287.76
LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES $481,676.00
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS $49,370.85
BUSINESS LICENSES AND PERMITS $17,733.20
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS $38,762.44
RETURNED CHECKS & PENALTIES ($1,681.78)
TOWN HALL RENTAL $775.00
SALE OF TOWN ASSETS $30,611.65
TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL RESERVES $0.00





4140 ELECTION & REGISTRATION $19,516,92
4150 FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION $62,727.48
4153 LEGAL $8,646.77
4155 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION $57,057.13
4191 PLANNING BOARD $15,837.43




TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT $294,898.87
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 POLICE $190,654.44
4215 RESCUE-AMB - $42,290.37
4220 FIRE $30,665.00
4241 INSPECTIONS $18,289.36
TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY $281,899.17
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
4311 HIGHWAY-ADMIN $2,958.42
4312 HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE $159,323.59
4316 STREET LIGHTING $4,628.35
TOTAL HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES $166,910.36
SANITATION
4321 ADMINISTRATION $3,309.96
4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL $188,025.70










4520 PARKS & RECREATION $9,799.37
4550 LIBRARY $53,357.00
4583 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES $1,650.00
TOTAL CULTURE & RECREATION $64,806.37
4619 CONSERVATION COMMISSION $359.95
-20-
DEBT SERVICE
4711 PRIN. LONGTERM B.& N. $90,000.00
4721 INTEREST LONGTERM B. & N. $40,597.50
4723 INTEREST TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE $0.00
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $130,597.50
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES $1,193,334.06
CAPITAL OUTLAY
WA #4 BL GRANT $80,050.99
WA #5 ROADS . $60,000.00
WA #6 CRUISER $25,256.40
WA #7 REPAIRS $5,033.00
WA #8 PATROLS $0.00
WA #9 ENGINE #2 $6,246.99
WA #10 1995 $25,954.06
WA #10 FIRE EQT . $3,000.00
WA #12 ELDERLY $1,200.00
WA #13 VIC GEAR $600.00
WA #14 SUM REC $4,234.91
WA #15 REC FUND $100.00
WA #16 MV WK ST $3,710.00
WA #17 TX COMPU $3,214.20
TOTAL CAPITOL OUTLAY & TRANSFERS OUT $218,600.55
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
4931 COUNTY TAX $246,587.09
4933 SCHOOL $5,291,048.00
4939 STATE $2,864.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS $5,540,499.09
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE PAYMENT $0.00
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN $187,970.42
REFUNDS/REBATES/TRANSFERS $45 ,537 . 21
TOTAL PAYMENT FOR ALL PURPOSES $7,185,941.33
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SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1997
BONDS OUTSTANDING PURPOSE AMOUNT
ROADS RECONSTRUCTION 639,125.00
TOTAL $639,125.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
OUTSTANDING LONG TERM DEBT $639,125.00
DEBT RETIREMENT DURING FISCAL YEAR
LONG TERM NOTES PAID
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION $90,000.00
TOTAL DEBT RETIREMENT 90,000.00
OUTSTANDING LONG TERM DEBT $5-19,125.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
TOWN HALL, LAND & BUILDINGS $279,900.01
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $14,200.0(
LIBRARY, LAND & BUILDING $202,400.01
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $41,500.01
FIRE/POLICE, LAND AND BUILDING $237,000.01
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT $909,700.01
ANGLE POND FIRE STATION $31,600.01
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, LAND AND BUILDINGS $162,500.01
EQUIPMENT $12,540.01





ALL LANDS & BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS $2,443,290.01








































































TOTAL 4130.0 EXECUTI: $49,382.35














































TOTAL 4150.1 BOOKKEEP $17,697.22
4150.2 AUDITOR:
PAYROLL $600.00


















TAX BILL PRINT $576.78
TAX LEIN EXP $940.00
TEL $307.59





TOTAL 4150.5 TREASURER $1,500.00


































































































































































































































TOTAL 4241.2 BLD INS $9,472.91
4241.4 PLM INS:
INSPECTIONS $950.00


















































TOTAL 4316.0 ST LGHTS


















































TOTAL 4324.0 SANITAT $188,025.70
4325.0 SANITATION $2,500
R&M SITE $2,874.33








































































































































TOTAL 4711.0 PRINCIPA $90,000.00
4721.0 INTEREST: $40,598
ROAD $40,597.50
TOTAL 4721.0 INTEREST $40,597.50
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $130,597.50
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE $1,238,871.27
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CAPITAL OUTLAY























WA #10 FIRE EQT
WA #12 ELDERLY
WA #13 VIC GEARY




WA #15 REC FUND
WA #16 MV WK ST



































The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8:00 AM TO 8:00 PM MARCH 10, 1998.
To the inhabitants of the town of Sandown, NH in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Sandown Town Hall in
said Sandown on Saturday, the Seventh day of February next
at Ten of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following
sub j e c t s
:
ARTICLE 1. TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR. (TO BE VOTED BY BALLOT MARCH 10, 1998).
ARTICLE 2. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE AS AN
OPERATING BUDGET, NOT INCLUDING APPROPRIATIONS BY SPECIAL
WARRANT ARTICLES, THE AMOUNTS SET FORTH ON THE BUDGET
POSTED WITH THE WARRANT, FOR THE PURPOSES SET FORTH
THEREIN, TOTALING $1,274,023? SHOULD THIS ARTICLE BE
DEFEATED, THE OPERATING BUDGET SHALL BE $1,197,353, WHICH
IS THE SAME AS LAST YEAR, WITH CERTAIN ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED
BY PREVIOUS ACTION OF THE TOWN OR BY LAW OR THE GOVERNING
BODY MAY HOLD ONE SPECIAL MEETING, IN ACCORDANCE WITH
RSA 40:13, X AND XVI, TO TAKE UP THE ISSUE OF A REVISED
OPERATING BUDGET ONLY.
ARTICLE 3. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO ACCEPT, ON BEHALF OF THE TOWN, GIFTS,
LEGACIES AND DEVISES MADE TO THE TOWN IN TRUST FOR ANY
PUBLIC PURPOSE, AS PERMITTED BY RSA 31:19.
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within
named to meet at time and place and for the purpose within
mentioned, by posting up an. attested copy of the within Warrant
at the place of meeting within named and a like attested copy at
Sandown Town Hall and Post Office being a public place in said
Town on the twenty-sixth day of January , 1998.
fMcu^ilOJ^^
Selec tmen o f
Sandown, NH
-34-
4. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN ACCEPT AND APPROPRIATE
BLOCK GRANT REVENUES IN THE SUM OF $82,562.06 AS SUPPLIED BY
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS TO BE
RECOMMENDED BY THE SANDOWN HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT AND APPROVED BY
THE SANDOWN BOARD OF SELECTMEN. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
5. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $85,795 TO INSTALL A 50 FOOT ALUMINUM CULVERT AND
COMPLETE REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE ON WELLS VILLAGE ROAD.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget
Commit tee)
6. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $107,147.71 TO BE USED OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF HIRING, TRAINING AND EMPLOYING A FULL-TIME POLICE
OFFICER. THIS AMOUNT WILL BE OFFSET BY A FEDERAL GRANT (UNIVERSAL
HIRING GRANT) OF $75,000 WHICH HAS BEEN AWARDED TO THE SANDOWN
POLICE DEPARTMENT. THIS IS A NON-LAPSING WARRANT ARTICLE.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget
Committee)
7. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $5,000 TO REMOVE THE UNDERGROUND OIL TANK AND REPLACE
IT WITH AN ABOVE GROUND TANK AT THE SANDOWN TOWN HALL. (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
8. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $1,200 FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES FOR THE ELDERLY CITIZENS OF SANDOWN. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
9. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $600 FOR THE VIC GEARY CENTER IN PLAISTOW TO PROVIDE
SOCIAL SERVICES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
10. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $4,000 TO UPGRADE THE LOWER TOWN HALL FOR HANDICAP
ACCESS. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by
Budget Committee)
11. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $18,500 FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A WELL AT THE ROY L.
MILLER RECREATIONAL FIELD TO INCLUDE A STRUCTURE TO HOUSE THE
PUMP AND EQUIPMENT, A WATER IRRIGATION WAND, WIRING AND HOSES
FOR FIELD MAINTENANCE. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
12. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $10,000 TO PROVIDE A SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM FOR THE
CHILDREN OF SANDOWN. TO BE OFFSET BY ESTIMATED REVENUE OF $10,000
(TAX IMPACT -0-) . THIS WILL BE A LINE ITEM IN FUTURE BUDGETS.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget
Committee)
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13. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $700 FOR NEW SHELVING TO ORGANIZE RECORDS STORED IN
THE VAULT IN THE SANDOWN TOWN HALL. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
14. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $3,000 FOR THE LIBRARY TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE ON-LINE
RESEARCH SERVICE EBSCOHOST. RECOMMENDED BY THE SPATE LIBRARY,
THIS SPECIAL DISCOUNTED SUBSCRIPTION PRICE WILL PROVIDE SANDOWN
LIBRARY PATRONS ACCESS TO OVER 700 FULL TEXT BUSINESS MAGAZINES;
80 FULL TEXT U.S. NEWSPAPERS (INCLUDING THE BOSTON GLOBE) WITH
ABSTRACTS TO THE NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL; OVER 200 HEALTH AND NUTRITION JOURNALS; AND 1,500
GENERAL INTEREST PERIODICALS. ACCESS TO THIS SERVICE WILL
ALLOW THE LIBRARY TO BROADEN OUR MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPER
COLLECTION AND, MORE IMPORTANTLY, PROVIDE IMMEDIATE ACCESS
TO FREQUENTLY REQUESTED PUBLICATIONS IMPORTANT FOR THE RESEARCH
PROJECTS OF CHILDREN AND ADULT PATRONS. (Recommended by Board
of Library Trustees) (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
15. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $1,520 FOR CLEANING AND SANITIZING OF AIR CONVEYANCE
SYSTEMS AND INSTALL A FRESH AIR INTAKE DUCT AND DAMPER IN THE
SANDOWN POLICE STATION. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
(Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
16. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $865 FOR THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS
OF TOWN ROADS. SUCH FUNDS TO COME FROM THE OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENT
FEES FROM VARIOUS DEVELOPERS. TAX IMPACT = $0.00. (Recommended
by Board of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
17. SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE. SHALL THE TOWN RAISE AND APPROIRIATE
THE SUM OF $650 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING SUPPLIES AND
PAYING A SECRETARY TO TRANSCRIBE THE MINUTES OF THE SANDOWN
TOWN BUDGET COMMITTEE MEETINGS. THIS WILL BE A LINE ITEM IN
FUTURE BUDGETS UNDER ACCOUNT 4150.9. (Recommended by Board
of Selectmen) (Recommended by Budget Committee)
18. SHALL THE TOWN VOTE TO MODIFY THE FOLLOWING TOWN ORDINANCE:
IT IS THE DECLARED INTENT AND PURPOSE OF THE ORDINANCE TO
ASSURE THAT WHERE THERE IS TO BE A GATHERING OF THE PUBLIC
ON TOWN PROPERTY WHERE ALCOHOL IS BEING SERVED, THERE WILL
ALSO BE AN OFFICER OF THE LAW TO OVERSEE THAT ORDER IS
MAINTAINED AND THE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC IS READILY AVAILABLE
ON THE SCENE. IT IS DECLARED THAT THE FEES INVOLVED WITH THESE
SERVICES SHALL BE $30.00 PER HOUR PAID TO THE TOWN OF SANDOWN.
TWENTY-FOUR DOLLARS OF WHICH IS TO BE PAID TO THE OFFICER ON
THE DUTY DETAIL AND SIX DOLLARS IS TO OFFSET PAYROLL EXPENSES.
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
19. SHALL THE TOWN VOTE TO MODIFY THE FOLLOWING TOWN ORDINANCE: IT
IS THE DECLARED INTENT AND PURPOSE OF THIS ORDINANCE TO ASSURE
THE SAFETY OF BOTH THE CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES' EMPLOYEES AND
THE GENERAL PUBLIC WHETHER IT BE UTILITY WORK, HIGHWAY WORK
OR ANY TYPE OF WORK THAT WILL TEMPORARILY IMPEDE THE NORMAL
FLOW OF TRAFFIC ON THE FOLLOWING ROADWAYS IN THE TOWN OF
-36-
SANDOWN - CHASE ROAD, ODELL ROAD, ROWELL ROAD, LITTLE MILL
ROAD, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, FREMONT ROAD, NORTH ROAD, HAWKEWOOD ROAD.
THIS WILL MAKE IT MANDATORY THAT EACH COMPANY, IF THEY DO NOT
HAVE THEIR OWN FLAGMAN, MUST EMPLOY THE SERVICES OF THE SANDOWN
POLICE. IT IS DECLARED THAT THE FEES INVOLVED WITH THESE
SERVICES SHALL BE $30.00 PER HOUR. TWENTY-FOUR DOLLARS OF
WHICH IS TO BE PAID TO THE OFFICER ON THE DUTY DETAIL AND SIX
IS TO OFFSET PAYROLL EXPENSES. ANY VIOLATION IS SUBJECT TO
NOT MORE THAN $100 FINE PER VIOLATION. (Recommended by Board
o f Selectmen)
20. SHALL THE TOWN VOTE TO ENACT THE FOLLOWING ORDINANCE: STOCK
AT LARGE - TO PROHIBIT THE RUNNING AT LARGE OF HORSES, CATTLE,
SHEEP, SWINE, GEESE, GOATS AND OTHER POULTRY AND ANIMALS PURSUANT
TO RSA 147:17-10. VIOLATORS MAY BE SUBJECT TO A FINE OF UP TO
$50.00 FOR THE FIRST OFFENSE AND $100.00 FOR ANY SUBSEQUENT
OFFENSES. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
21. SHALL THE PROVISIONS FOR VOTING BY OFFICIAL BALLOT ON ALL ISSUES
BEFORE THE TOWN OF SANDOWN UNDER RSA 40:13 BE LIMITED TO THE
ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND CERTAIN OTHER QUESTIONS (By Petition)
22. SHALL THE TOWN VOTE TO ACCEPT 2,950 FEET OF FERGUSON LANE AS
A TOWN ROAD UNCONDITIONALLY. (By Petition) (Not Recommended
by Board of Selectmen)
23. SHALL THE TOWN ACCEPT KATHRYN ' S WAY AS A TOWN ROAD SUBJECT TO
THE APPROVAL OF THE PLANNING BOARD AND BOARD OF SELECTMEN.





Ql. Change .\rticle 11 Part A. General RegiJations-.-Ul Zones. Section 10 to read as follows:
"No land shall be used for a piggerj', fox fami. niink farm, or for a motor vehicle junk }'ard, or for a commercial
camping and or tenting area. No land sliall be used for a dump or for tlie storage of abandoned \'eliicles or
discarded matenals of any kind, in a manner that is disorderly, unsighth', no.\ious or detrimental to the public, or
prejudicial lo tiie general welfare. The selection of a public dump maintained or designated by the Selectmen shall
not be affected by this regulation.
.A.S used herem, "piggcr> is the keeping of tliree (3) or more pigs; "fo.K " or "mink" fann is tlie keeping of three (3)
or more foxes or mink.
'
Q2. Add to Article n. Part A. General Regulations-All Zones, Section 1 the following paragraph:
"Foiuidation Location: A plan shall be subnutted to the Building hispector prior to tlie start of construction showing
the location of any foundation, retainmg wall or the outer Lniit of any proposed building or stmcture relative to all
propert\' Imes. Such plan shall cenifj' accuracy of all measurements by a licensed professional engineer, Ucensed
arclutect or licensed sun'e^or."
Q3 Add a new .Article \'III to incorporate the Towti of Sandown Public Capital Facihhes Impact Fee Ordinance
and renumber e.xisting articles. Tlie complete text is as follows:
"Town of Sandown
Public Capital Facilities Impact Fee Ordinance
Section l-.AutliQrit\'
.Authority for this ordmance is estabhshed pursuant lo New Hampsliire RSAs 674:17. 674:21 and 67-1:44.
Section 2-hitent and Purpose
This ordinance is intended to:
A. Implement and be coasistent with the Town of Saiidown's Master Plan and Capital Inlpro^•ements
Program (herem referred to as "Cff").
B. .AJlocate a fair and equitable share of the cost of public capital facilities to new de^'elopment;
C. Require new development to contribute its proportionate sliare of funds necessary to accommodate its
impact on public facilities having a rational nexus to the proposed development, and for wliich the
need is attributable to the proposed development
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Section El-Findings
The Sandown Planning Board finds, determines and declares that:
A. The Town of Sandown is responsible for and conimirted to the pro\ision of public capital facilities
and ser\ices at ls\els necessary' to support residential growlh and development.
B. Such facilities and services ha^e been and will be pro\ided b>' the To\%'n utilizing fiinds allocated
Ma the CEP vvliich has been regularly- updated pursuant to New Hampshire RSA 574:5.
C. The rapid rate of gro\Mh experienced by the Tov\-n in recent years, as well as projected grovvtli rates,
would necessitate an excessive e.xpenditure of public funds in order to maintain adequate facility
standards.
D. Each of the types of land de\elopment described in Section VH hereof wtH create a need for
construction, equipping or expansion of public capital facilities
E. The imposition of impact fees is one of the preferred methods of ensuring that public expenditures
are not e.xcessKe. and that new development bears a proportionate share of the cost of public capital
facilities necessan,- to accommodate such new de\elopment. This must be done in order to promote and
to protect the public health, safety' and welfare.
F. Tlie fees estabhshed by Section \'n are demed from, are based upon, and do not exceed the costs of:
(1) ProMding additional pubhc school facilities necessitated by new land de\elopments for wliich
the fees are le\ied; or
(2) Compensating the Town of SandovMi for expenditures made for existmg pubhc facihties
which were constructed in anticipation of new growth and de\'elopment.
G. The Plamiing Board shall set forth a reasanabls inethodolog\- and anahsis for the detennination of
the impact of new dc\elopment on the need for and costs of pubUc capital facilities in the Town of
Sandown and shall submit its recommendations to the Budget Committee for consideration as part
of the annual budget pursuant to New Hampsliire RSA 6748 and the CIP
H. Tlie Town of Sandown is a member of town of the Timberlane Regional School District (TRSD).
I. .As a member of tlie TRSD. Saiido\Mi is responsible for a proportionate share of all capital costs appro-\ed
by the TRSD \oters based on equaUzed ^•aluation of property- in Sandown relati\'e to equahzed propert\'
valuation across TRSD, regardless of the town in which such capital facilities are constructed.
.1. Sandown's proportionate share of capital expenditures in TRSD is approximately ll°/o based on 1992-1996
equalized ^'aluatlons.
K. The student enroUment growlh in the TRSD has been a\^raging about 3°o per year for the past 32 years.
L Sandown's student enrollment in TRSD has been growing at 5% per j'ear for the past five years.
M. Such student enrollment growlh both in Sandown and TRSD will require capital expenditures to pro\ide
the classroom space and ancillary support infrastructures for such student enrollment.
N. The TRSD projected S19.7 million capital facilities need to accommodate student enrollment through the
year 2004-05 in October, 1996.
O. The Superintendent of Schools for the Timberlane and Hampstead School Districts (SAU 55) has projected
full capacity' times for fi\'e of the six schools within TRSD through the year 2004.
P. The capital cost impact of Sandown share ofthese projected capital improvements will reach approximately
S300,000 per year slartiiig in 1999 (assuming that bond approvals are voted) and then over $400,000
per year starting in 2002.
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Q. The cost of school capital facilities is projectEd to be \50% to 200°/D of the Tov\ti's capital faciltts- needs
o\'er the next six ^ears.
R. Tlis adoption of a school impact fee ordinance will prcrvide an alternative ftinding mechanism for tlie
projected school capacity' costs other than property' taxes.
S. Impact fees for school facilities v\-ill provide some propenj- tax reUef, especially for fixed income
ta.xpa\'ers such as elderh' homeomicrs.
Section r\"-Applicabilit\' and Rules of Constniction
.A. This ordinance shall be uniformlj' applicable to all new de\'elopment which occurs within the
corporate boundaries of the Town of Sardown.
B. The pro%isions of this ordinance shall be liberally construed so as to effectively carr>- out its purpose
in the interest of public health, safety and welfare.
C. For the purpose of administration and enforcement of this ordinance, unless otlien%ise stated in tliis
ordmance, the following rules of construction shall apply to the test of this ordinance:
(1) In the case of any difference of meaning or implication beUveen the te.xt of tliis ordinance and
any caption. iUustration, sunimari' table or illustrative table, the text shall control.
(2) The word "shall" is al\%ays mandaton' and not discretionary, the word "may" is permissive.
(3) The word "person" includes an indixidual, corporation a partnership, an unmcorporaied
association, or any other similar entity.
Section \"-Definitions
A- "FeepaA'er" is a person apphing for a building permit, in the case of a new dwcUing, or a building
permit, in the case of an occupied dwelling or permit for mobUe home installation.
B. "Public Capital Facilities" include assets, facilities, and equipment which are owned and operated by
the TovNTi of Sandown or cooperatively wth other municipalities costing more than S5,000 and
considered be>ond the scope of normal aitnual operating expenses as set forth in the CIP such as, but
not limited to vehicles, land acquisition for pubhc purposes, buildings, equipment and machinery
with a useful life of greater than three (3) years, major building or facilitv' reno\'ations and repairs,
road renovations which result in long-term lmpro^•cment in road capacity' or conditions and special
studies such as Master Plans.
C. "Public Capital Facilities" do not include costs associated with operation, maintenance, repair or such
facUities, or with faciiit>' replacements which do not increase the capacity or lev 'el of service imless
the cost of such mcrease exceeds S5,000 indiMduaUy or aggregateK.
D. "New development" includes any building activity' which results in:
(1) The creation of a nev^' dwelling unit.
(2) The conversion of an existing non-residential use to a residential use or the conversion
of a residen'Ce from seasonal to year-rotmd use.
E. "New development" does not include:
(1) The reconstruction of a structure than has been destroyed by fire or natural disaster, provided
there is no change in the size or densitv' of the structure;
(2) The replacement of a mobile home; and
(3) The construction of an accessory- structure which would not increase the demand for facilities
bj- the principal structure.
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F. "Dwelling unit" is any room or collection of rooms forming a habitable unit for one or more persons
with its own cooking and food storage equipment and its own bathing and toilet facilities and its own
li\ing, sleeping and eating areas wholly within such rooms or collection of rooms.
SECTION M: IMPOSITION OF PITBLIC FACILITIES miPACT FEE
-A- Any person who, after the effecti\'e date of this Ordinance, seeks to undertake new development
withm the Town of Sa^dov^n. New Hampshire, b>' apphing for a building permit or permit for
a mobile home installation, is herebj' required to pay a pubic capital facilities impact fee in the manner
and amomit set forth in Section Vn of this Ordinance.
B. No new building permit or new permit for mobile home installation for anj' acti\it5' requiring
pajTnent of an impact fee pursuant to Section \TI of this Ordinance shall be issued imless and
until the pitblic capital facilities impact fee hereby required has been determined.
SECTION \1I: COMPUTATION OF IMPACT FEES
.A. Fees for MUNICIPAL pubhc facilities impact sliall be based upon each dweUing unit.
B. Fees for SCHOOL facihties impact shall be based upon the type of dwellmg unit to be constructed
per tlie following chart*
:
Twe of Construction Per IDweUing Unit Fee
Single Family Detached S3304
Smgle Family Attached (Townhouse) S2127
Two Unil Srructuies 52505
3-4 Unit Multifamily S2005
5+ Umt Multifamily SI 170
Manufactured Housing S2230
*As calculated b}' Methodolog;>' for the Calculation of School Lnpact Fees in the Towtis of the Timberlane Regional
School E>istrict. September 22. 1997 by Bruce Mayberr\'.
C. In the e'sent of comersion of a non-residential (properties not suitable for j'ear-round habitation,
commercial industrial) use to residential use, unpact fees for a new dwellmg shall be imposed
before the issuance of a buildmg pemtit.
D. The amount of the fee charged shall be calculated and reviewed simualh' b>' tlie Planning Board and
adjusted as deemed necessary*.
E. The fee calculation shall be based upon:
(1) Anticipated expenditures for improvements to Public Capital Facilities imder Section Xn
for the next fiscal }-ear(s), not to exceed ten years. Such anticipated expenditures to be
reasonable and prudent.
(2) Projected mcrease of dwellings and excess bedrooms subject to such fees, as in paragraphs
.A,B, and C of this section for the ns.xt fiscal year(s), not to exceed sLx years. Such
projections to be reasonable and prudeitt.
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Section \'ni: PsNinent of Fee
A. Ths feepa\sr shall pa) ihe impact fee required by this Ordinance to the Town ofSandouTi:
(1) Prior to the issuance of a building permit or proside a letter of credit payable upon
issuance of an occupancy permit, or
(2) Prior to or upon the installation of a mobile home.
B. If said fee shall be paid by check, the check shall not mclude anv other pa\Tnents or fees. It shall
pertam only to the impaci fees. Fees shall be admmistered as required in Section X.
C. ,AJ1 unpaid fees shall constitute a hen on the proper!}' and will be coUected in the same manner as
uncollected property taxes.
Section L\": Ai?ge;I;
-Any aggrisAed part} may appeal any decision under this ordinance in the same maimer provided by statue for
ajrpcals from lire office or hoard making that decision, as set forth in RSA 676:5. RSA 677:2-14, or RS.A 677:1 5.
respectively.
Section X: .Adminisnation of Funds CoUected
A. All fimds collected shall be properly identified and dated and promptly deposited in the appropriate
Inrpact Fee .Account as determined in Section XI of dus Ordinance and used solely for tlie piuposes
specified in Secrion XIL
B. The Impact Fee Account shall be a special revenue fund account and under no circumstances uiQ
impact fee revenues accrue to the general fiind.
C hnpact fees shall be accounted for separateh'. shall be segregated from the municipality's general
ftmd, may be spent upon order of the municipal governing body, shall be exempt from all provisions
ofRSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditures of town moneys, and shall be used for any purpose
allowed under Section XII.
Section -\T: Custodv and Maintenance ofFund Accounts
A. There are hereby established an Impact Fee Account for school impact fees respectively. It shall be
a non-lapsing interest bearing accounts wliich shall not be comnungled with other Town funds The
Treasurer shall have custody of all accounts and shall pay out of same only upon authorization by
the Sandown Board of Selectmen.
B. Funds collected for school building impact shall be clearly identified and deposited in the respecthr
account.
C At the end of each fiscal year, the Treasurer shall make a report giving particular account of all impact
fee transactions during the vear.
D. Funds withdrawn from the impact fee account must be used in accordance uith the provisions of
Section XH of this Ordinance.
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Section XII: U^e of Funds
A. Funds withdrawn for the Impact Fee Account shall be used solely for the purpose of acquiring,
designing, constructing, equipping or making improvements to capital facilities owned and operated
by the municipaUty, or in conjmiction with the Timbsrlane School District, including and limited
to water treatment and distribution facilities; municipal ofiice facilities; public school facilities;
public safet}' facihties; solid waste collection, transfer, recycling, processing and disposal facilities;
public librarj' facilities; public recreational facilities not including open space.
B. In the event that bond5 or similar debt instruments have been issued for facilities which were
constructed in anticipation of current growth, or are issued for ad\'anced pro^^sion of capital
facilities for which public capital facilities impact fees may be expended, impact fees may be used
to pay debt service on such bonds or similar debt instruments to the e.Ktent that the facilities provided
are of the ijpe described in Paragraph A above.
C. Effective upon passage of this Ordinance, the annual updates of the Totsti's CIP shall contain a
methodolog\- for assigmng funds, including accrued interest, from the Impact Fee Account to
specified public capital facilities impro\ement projects a:id related expenses Monies, including
any accrued interest, not assigned in any fiscal period shall be retained in tlie same Impact Fee
Account until the next fiscal period except as provided by the refund provisions of this Ordinance.
D. Funds may be used to provide funds as described in .Sechon XHl.
E. Funds slisll be accounted for on a ftrst-in-first -out basis.
Section Xni: Refimd of Fees Paid
The current owner of property on which a public capital facilities impact fee has been paid may apply for a fuU or
partial rsftmd of such fees plus accrued interest calculated at the acma! rate of interest earned on said funds not to
exceed 6°b per annum.
The refiond shaU be owed when the Town has failed, witliin a period of six (6) years from either pa^"ment of such
fee or tlie last installment pajrnent, to s.xpend or enciutiber such fees on public capital facilities intended to benefit
tlie development wliich paid the fees, hi an event that a refund is due. the Planning Board shall notify' the owner
of record.
Section .XrV": Credits
.A. Land and'or pubHc capital facihties improvements may be offered by the feepaver as total or partial
paviTieiit of the required impact fee. The offer must request or provide for an impact fee credit.
B. Credit for the dedication of land shall be based upon the ad valorem assessed \-aluarion.
C. Credit for the dedication of land shall be provided when the property' has been conveyed at no
charge to, and accepted by the Town in a manner satisfactory' to the Board of Selectmen.
D. Applications for credit for construction of municipal or school facilities improvements shall submit
acceptable engineering drawings and specifications and construction cost estimates to the Board of
Selectmen and/or the Timberlane School Board. The Board of Selectmen and/or the Timberlane
School Board sliall determine credit for construction based upon either these cost estimates or upon
ahemative engineering criteria and construction cost estimates if the Board of Selectmen and'or
the Timberlane School Board determines that such estimates submitted by the appLcant are either
unreUable or inacciu-ate.
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The Board of Selectmen and'or the Timbcrlanc School Board shall pro\ide the applicant wth a letter or certificate
fcnh the dolkr amount of the credit, the impact fee component(s) to wluch the credit nill appl^ , the reason
for the
creda and the legal description of other adequate description of the project or de\elopment to which the credit
may
he applied. The apphcant must sign and date a duplicate copy of such letter or certificate indjcatmg Ins agreement
to the terms of the letter or certificate and return such signed document to the Board of Selectmen and'or
Timberlane School Board before crecUt will be given. The failure of the applicant to sign, date and return such
document williin sbcty (60) days shall nullify' the credit.




The construction is completed and accepted by the Board of Selectmen of behalf of the
Town, or the Timberlane School District, whichever is apphcable.
(2) A suitable raamtsnance and warranty bond is received by the Board of Selectmen and or
the Timberlane School Board, when applicable. A suitable date for completion of
construction must be agreed to, in v\-rituig by the applicant and Board of Selectmen
and' or Timberlane School Board at the time of issuance of the bond. At the end of the
asreed period, if construction has not been completed, the Board of Selectmen and'or
tlie Timberlane School Board maj- call the bond or extend the hme for construchon,
but not beyond the expiration time for holding impact fees as set forth in Section Xin.
At the expu^ation of that tune, the Board of Sekctmen and or the Timberlane School
Board shall call the bond and order funds e.xpended in sufficient amount to satisfactorily
complete the bonded construction before returning any excess funds to the apphcant.
F. Credits shall not be transferable from one project or dev-elopment to another without the approv'al
of the Board of Selectmen and'or the Timberlane School Board.
G. Credits shaD not br transfened betsveen the school facilities impact fee portion of the impact
fee account or the municipal capital facilities account.
I. Determinations made b>- the Board of Selectmen and or the Timberlane School Board pursuant
to the credit provisions of the section may be appealed pursuant to the procedures contained in
Section IX of this Ordinance.
Section r\": .Additional Asse.ssinents
Pa\-ment of public facilities impact fee does not restrict the Town or Planning Board in requiring other pavments
trom the feepav'er. including such pavments relating to other infi-astructure and facilit\- needs not othenvise included
m the public facilities impact fee.
Section X\1. Premature and Scattered Development
Nodiing in this Ordinance shall be construed so as to limit the existing aufhoritv' of the Planning Board to provide
against development which is scattered or premature, requires excessive expenditvu-e of public funds or otherwise
violates the Town of Sandown Site Plan Review Regulations, Subdivision Regulations or Zoning Ordinance.
A4-
Q4. Add a new Article IX, Telecormnumcation Facflit)- Ordinance and renumber existing Ordinances.
"Article DC-Telecommunications Facility Ordinance"
I. Auihority
ThK ordinance is adopted by the Town of Sandown, N.H. on fto be filled in on tlie date of actual adoption b>' the
Tov^TC-peopls of Sandovyn. NH
)
in accordance with the authority as granted in N.H. RS.A. 674:16 and 674:21 and
procedurally under the guidance of RS.A 675:1,11.
n Purpose and Goals
Thii ordinance is enacted in order to establish general guidelines for the siting of telecommunications towers and
antennas and to enhance and fulfill the following goals:
A. Presei^r the authority- of Sandown to regulate and to pro\ide for reasonable opportunity' for the .siting
of telecommunications facilities, by enhancing the abihty of providers of telecommunications sersices
to provide such senices to the communitv", quickly, effectively and efficiently.
B. Reduce adverse impacts such facilities may create, including, but not limited to: impacts on aesthetics,
environmentallv' sensitive areas, historically significant locations, flight corridors, health and safet)'
by injurious accidents to person and properti,-, and prosperitv' through protection of property' v'alues.
C. Provide for co-location and minimal impact siting options through an assessment of teclmologv',
current locaiional options, future available locations, innovative siting tecliniques, and siting possibililies
beyond tlie pohtical jurisdiction of the Town.
D. Permit the construction of new towers onh' where all other reasonable opportunities have been
exhausted, and to encourage the users of towers and antennas to configure them in a way that
nunimizes tlie adverse visual impact of the towers and antennas.
E. Require cooperation and co-location, to the highest extent possible, between competitors in order
to reduce cmnulative negative impacts upon Sandown.
F. Provide constant maintenance and safetv' inspections for any and all facihties.
G. Provide for the rsmo\al of abandoned facilities that are no longer inspected for safetv- concerns and
Code compliance. Provide a mechanism for Sandown to remove these abandoned towers to protect
citizens &om imminent harm and danger.





Innovative siting techniques that shall mean man-ma^e trees, clock towers, bell steeples, light poles, and similar
alternative-design mounting structures that camouflage or conceal the presence of antennas or towers.
2. "Antenna"
Shalmean any e.xtericir apparatus designed for telephonic, radio, tele\ision, personal commimication service (PCS),




.An acrom-m that shall mean the Federal Aviation Administration.
4. -FCC"
.An a:ron>Tn that shall mean the Federal Con-jnunication Commission.
5. "Hsiglif
Shall mean, when referring to a tower or other structure, the distance measured from ground le\^el to the highest
point on the lower or other strucrure, e\-en if said highest point is an antenna.
5. "Planning Board or Board"
Shall mean the Town of Sandov\Ti Planning Board and the regulator of tliis ordinance.
7. "Preexistrng towers and antemias"
ShaR mean any tower or antenna lawfuOy constructed or permitted prior to the adoption of this ordmance. Shall
also .mean any tower or antenna lavs-fulh' constructed in accordance with this ordinance.
8 •Telecommmucations Facilities"
Sha!l mean any structure, antenna, Xowei or otiier deMce wliich proMdes conunercial mobile tireless services.
unlicensed wireless services, cellular ohone services, specialized mobUe radio communications (SMR), and personal
communication services (PCS), and common carrier wueless exchange access services.
9. "Tower"
Shall mean an>- structiue that is designed and constructed primarily for the purpose of supporting one or more
anteruias, mcludin? self-supporting lattice towers, gu}- towers, or monopole towers. The term includes radio and
tele\ision transmission towers. microwa\-e towers, common-carrier towers, cellular telephone towers, altemati\e
tower structures, and the like.
rV. Siting Standards
.A General
The uses listed in this section are deemed to be permitted uses that ma)' require further re^ie^v under this ordinance
in accordance with Section \TI Conditional Use Permits. Howc^^er all such uses must comph' with other applicable
ordinances and regulations of SandovNti (including Site Plan Review). The following tables, represent the siting
standards for the listed uses as delineated by the districts in which they are located in Sandown.
I. Principal or Secondarv" Use.
Subject to this Ordinance, an applicant who successfully obtains permission to site under this ordinance a second
and pemiitted use may coastruct telecommunications facilities in addition to the existing permitted use. .Antennas
and toweis may be considered either principal or secondaiy uses. A different existing use or an existing structxire
on the same lot shall not preclude the installation of an antenna or tower on such lot. For purposes of deierminmg
whether the installarion of a tower or antenna complies with district de\'clopmcnt regulations, and other such
requiranents. the dimensions of the entire lot shall control e\en thougli the antennas or towers m8>' be located on
leased parc«;L; v\,ithin sudi lots Tov\ers that are constructed, and antennas that are installed, in accordance with tlie
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provisbns of this cjrdinancs, shall not be deemed to constitute the expansion of a nonconforming use or structure.
Nor shall such facilities be deemed to be an "accessor^' use".
B. Use Districts
Tdicommunications facilitiss shall not be considered infrastructure, essential ser%ices. or pubLc utilities, as defined
or used ekevshere in tJie Town's ordinances and regulations. Siting for teleconununication facilities is a use of land,
and is addressed by this Article.
W Construction Performance Requirements
A. Ae5tlietic and Lighting.
The guidelines in this subsection (A), shall govern the location of all lowers, and the installation of all antennas.
Hov\e\er. the Planning Board may waive these requirements, iia accordance with Section \'in. \Vai\'ers, onl}' if it
determines that the goads of this ordinance are served tliereby.
1. Towers shall either maintain a gah'anized steel finish, subject to any applicable standard of the FAA,
or be painted a neutral color, so as to reduce \isual obtrusiveness.
2. At a tower site, the design of the buildings and related structures shaU. to the maximum extent possible,
use materials, colors, textures, screening and landscaping that will blend the tower facilities
with the natural setting and bmlt enxironment. These buildings and facilities shall also be subject to
all other Site Plan Rcnicw Regulation requirements.
3. If an antenna is installed on a stnicture otlier than a tower, tlie antenna and supporting electrical and
mechanical equipment must be of a neutral color that is identical to, or closely compatible with, the
color of the supporting structure so as to make the anteima and related equipment as \isuall>'
unobtrusive as possible.
4. Towers shall not be artificially liglited. unless required by the F.A.A. or other applicable authority. If
liglitmg is required, the go\eming authority may re\iew the available lighting altemahves and appro\e
the design that would cause the least disUirbance to the surrounding \iew's.
5. Towers shall not contain any permanent or temporaiy signs, writing, sjmbols, or any graphic
representation of any kind.
B. Federal Requirements.
All towers must meet or exceed current standards and regulations of the FAA, FCC and any other agency of the
federal go\ernmsnt with the authority- to regulate towers and anteiinas. If such standards and regulations are
changed, then the owners of the towers and antermas go\emed by this ordinance shaO bring such towers and
antennas into compliance with such re\ised standards and regulations within sLx (6) months of the efFectr\e date of
such standards and regulations, unless a more stringent compliance schedule is mandated by the controlling federal
agenc>'. Failure to bring towers and antermas into compliance with such rervised standards and regulations shall
constitute grounds for the removal, in accordance with Section X, of the tower or anteima, as abandoned, at the
owners expense through the execution of the posted security.
C. Building Codes-Safetj' Standards.
To ensure the structural integritj' oftowers and anteimas, the owner of a tower shall ensure that it is maintained in
compliance with standards contained in applicable local building codes and the applicable standards for towers that
are published hy the Dectronic Industries Association, as amended from time to time. If upon inspection, the TosMi
concludes tliat a tov\'er fails to complj' witti such codes and standards and constitutes a danger to persons or
property, then upon notice being pro\ided to the os^ner of the tower, the owner shaD have 30 days to bring such
tcAver into compliance with such standards. If the owner fails to bring such tower into compliance within 30 daj's,
such action shall constitute an abandonment and grounds for the removal, in accordance with Section X. of the
tower or antenna, as abandoned, at the owners expense through execution of the posted securit)-.
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D. Additional Requirements for Telscommuriications Facilities
These requirements shall supersede any and all other applicable standards found elsewhere in Town Ordinances or
Regularions that are less strict.
1. Setbacks and Separation
a. Towers must be set back a distance equal to 125% of the height of the tower fiom any off-
site residential structure.
b. Tower, guys, and accessory facilities must satisfj the minimum zoning district setback
requirements.
c. Towers over 90 feet in height shall not be located wthin one-quarter mile of any existing
tower that is o\'er 90 feet in hei^t.
2. Securitv' and Fencing
Towers shaD be enclosed by securit\' fencing not less than six feet in height and shall also be equipped with an
appropriate anti-climbing device.
5. Landscapmg
a. Towers shall be landscaped v-ith a buffer of plant materials that effective!}- screens the -^iew
of the towsr compound from adjacent residential propertv-. The standard buffer shall consist
of a landscaped strip at least 10 feet wide outside the perimeter of the compound. Natural
\'egetation is preferred.
b. In locations v\here the Msual impact of the tower would be minimal, the land'scaping
requirement may be reduced or wai\'ed entirely.
c. Existing mature tree grovNth and natural land forms on the site shall be presened to the
maximum extent possible In some cases, such as towers sited on large wooded lots,
natural grov.rh around the propertx' ma}' be deemed as sufficient buffer.
\T1 Conditional Use Permits
A. General
All applications under this ordinance shaU appl)' to the Planning Board for Site Plan Re\iew, in accordance with the
requirements as pro\ided for in tlie Town's Site Plan Review Regulations. In additioii, applications under this
ordinance shall also be required to submit the information pro\ided for in this Section.
B. Issuance of Conditional Use Permits
In granting Conditional Use Pemiits. the Plaraiiiig Board ma}' impose conditions to the extend tlie Board concludes
such conditions are necessarj- to minimize any adverse efiFect of the proposed tower on adjoining properties, and
preserve the intent of this Ordinance.
1. Procedure on application.
The Plamiing Board shall act upon the application m accordance with the procedural
requirements of the Site Plan Review Regulations and RSA 676:4.
2. Decisions
Possible decisions rendered by the Planning Board, include Approval Approval with
Conditions, or denial. All decisions shall be rendered in writing, and a denial shall be
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in writing and based upon substantial :\idcnce contained in the written record.
3. Factors Considered in Granting Decisions
A. Height of proposed tower or other stiucture.
B. Proximit>' of tower to residential development or zones.
C. Nature of uses on adjacent and nearby properties.
D. Surrounding topography.
E. Surrounding tree co\'erage and foliage.
F. Design of the tower, with particular reference to design characteristics that ha\e
the effect of reducing or eUminating ^^sual obtrusi\'eness.
G. Proposed ingress and egress to the site.
H. A\'ailability' of suitable e.-usting towers and other structures as discussed in Section
MIC, 3.
]. Visual impacts on ^^ew' sheds, ridgelinss, and other impacts by means of tower
location, tree and fohage clearing and placement of incidental structures.
J. A\'ailability of altemari\'e tower structures and alternative siting locations.
C. hifomiation Required.
Each applicant requestijig a Conditional Use Permit under this ordinance shall submii a scaled plan in accordance
with the Site PlanRe%iew" Regulations and farther infomiEtion including; a scaled ele\-ation view, topograph}-, radio
frrtjucncy co\'eroge, tower height requirements, setbacks, driveways, parking, fencmg, landscaping, adjacent uses
(up to 200' away), and any other information deemed necessary- by the Planning Board to access compliance with
tliis ordinance Furtherrnore. the applicant shall submit the following prior to any approval by die Board:
1. Tlie appbcant shall submit written proof that the proposed use facility complies with the FCC
regulations on radio frequency (RF) exposure guidelines.
2. Tlie applicant shall submit written proof that an evaluation has taken place, as well as the results of
such evaluation, satisfying the requirements of the National Enviromnental Policy .Act (XEP.A)
further referenced m applicable FCC rules. If an Environmental Assessment (EA) or an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required under the FCC rules and NEPA, submission
of the EA or EIS to the Board prior to tlie beginning of the federal 30 day comment period, and the
Town process, shall become part of the application requirements.
3. Each applicant for an antenna and or tower shall provide to the Planning Board an inventor), of its
e>dsting towers that are within the junsdiclion of the Town and those within two miles of the border
thereof, including specific information about tlie location, height, desigji of each tower, as well as
economic and technological feasibility- for co-location on tlie inventoried lowers. The Plamiing Board
may share such information with other applicants applying for appro\-als or conditional use permits
under this ordinance or other organizations seeking to locate antennas within the jurisdiction of the
governing authonty, provided, however that the Planning Board is not, by sharing such infomianon,
in any way representing or warranting that such sites are available or suitable.
If the applicant is proposing to build a new tower, the applicant shall submit written evidence
demonstrating that no existing structure can accommodate the applicant's proposed antenna. This
evidence can consist of:
a. Substanrial evidence that no existing towers or structures are located witliin the geographic
area required to meet the appLcant's engineering requirements, provided that a descriphon
of the geographic area required is also submitted.
b. Substantial evidence that existing towers arc not of suflEicicnt height to meet the applicant's
engineering requirements and why.
c. Substantial evidence that the e.xisring towers or structures do not have sufficient structural
strength to support applicant's proposed antenna and related equipment.
d. Substantial evidence that applicant's proposed antenna would cause electromagnetic inter-
ference with the anteima on the existing towers or stnictiu-es, or the antenna on the exishng
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towers or structures would cause interference with the applicant's proposed antenna.
e. Substantial evidence that the fees, costs, or contractual provisions required by the owner
in order to share the existing tower or structure are unreasonable. Costs exceeding new
tower dev'elopment are presumed to be xmreasonable.
f. Substantial evidence that the applicant can demonstrate other limiting factors that render
existing towers and structures unsuitable.
4. The applicant proposing to build a new tower, shall submit an agreement with the Town that allows
for the maximum allowance of co-location upon the new structure. Such statement shall become a
condition to any approval. This statement shaU, at a minimum, require the applicant to supply
a\ailable co-location for reasonable fees and costs to other telecommunications providers. Failure
to provide such an agreement is evidence of the applicant's unwillingness to cooperate with the
orderly and weU-plaimed development of Sandown and grounds for denial.
5. The applicant shall submit the engineering information detailing the size and coverage required for
the facility' location. The Planning Board may have any submitted information reviewed by a
consultant for verification of any claims made by the applicant regarding technological limitations
and feasibility- for alternative locations,, or any other matter required by the application Costs for
this review shaU be bome by the applicant in accordance with RSA 676:4,1 (g).
\Tn Waiv'ers
Wiere tlie board finds that e.xtraordinars' hardships, practical difficulties, or unnecessary and unreasonable expense
would result ftom strict compliance with the foregoing regulations or the purposes of these regulations mav' be
served to a greater extent by an alternative proposal it may approve waivers to these regulations. The purpose of
granting waivers under provisions of these regulations shall be to insure that an applicant is not unduh' burdened
as opposed to merely inconvenienced by said regulations. The board shall not approve any waiver(s) unless a
majoritv' of those present and voting shall find that all of the following apply:
1. Tlie granting of the waiver will not be detrimental to the public safstj', health, or welfare or injurious
to other property' and will promote the public interest.
2. The waiver will not. in any manner, var^- the provisions of the Sandown Zoning Ordinance. Sandown
Master Plan, or official map.
5. Such warver(s) will substantially secure the objectives, standards and requirements of these
regulations.
4. A particular and identifiable hardship exists or a specific circumstance warrants the grating of a
waiver. Factors to be considered in determining the existence of a hardship shall include, but not be
limited to:
a. Topography and other site features
b. .A.vailabilit\' of alternative site locations
c. Geographic location of property
d. Size magnitude of project being evaluated and availabihtj' of co-locatiorL
B. Conditions
In approving waivers, the Board may impose such conditions as it deems appropriate to substantial!}' secure the
objectives of the standards or requirements of these regulations.
C. Procedures
A petition for any such waiver shall be submitted in writing bj' the applicant with the application for Board reiview.
The petition shall state fiiUy the grounds for the waiver and all of the facts relied upon by tlie applicant Failure to
submit petition in writing shall require an automatic denial.
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Recognizing the extremely hazardous situation presented by abandoned and unmonitored towers, the Planning
Board shall set thr form and amount of sccurit)' that represents the cost for rcmo\ al and disposal of abandoned
towCTS in ths e\via that the tosvcr is abandoned and the tower owner is incapable and unwilling to remove the tower
in accordance with Chapter X, all security shall be maintained for the life of the tower. Bonding and surety shall
be consistent with the provisions in the Subdivision Regulations. Furthermore, the Planning Board shaU require the
submission of proof of adequate insurance covering accident or damage.
X. REMOVAL OF ABANDON'ED ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
.AiT>' antenna or tower that is not operated for continuous period of 12 months shall be considered abandoned and
harzardous to public health and safetv', unless the owner of said tower provided proof of quarterl)' inspection<;. The
owner shall remove the abandoned structure within 90'da}'s of receipt of a declaration of abandoiunent from the
Tcmn notifSing the owner of such abandonment. A declaration of abandonment shall ovh,- be bsued following a
public hearing noticed per town regulations, with notice to abutters and the last kno^Ti owner/operator of the tower.
If the abandoned tower is not removed within 90 dav-s the Town may execute the securitv and have the tower
removed. If there are two or more users of a single tower, this provision shall not become effective until ail users
cease using the tower.
XI ENTORCEMENT
Enforcement of this section shall be in accordance \\ith Chapter 676 of the New Hampshire Revised Stames
.Annotated and Sandown Zoning Ordinance. Any person in violation of this section of the ordinance shall be subject
10 punishment in accordance with referenced provisions.
Xn. S.WEvG CLAUSE
Where aiiv' provi-aons ofthis ordinance is found to be imenforceable it shall bs considered savable and shall not be
consrrued to invalidate the remainder of the ordinance.
Given under our hanJs and seal, this twenty-sixth day of January
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-eight.
Selectmen o f
Sandown, NH
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 24
OF
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
SANDOWN N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 199 8 to December 31, 1998 or
for Fiscal Year From to
important: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means the
operating budget and all special and individual wanant articles must be posted.
2. Hold a! least one public hearing on this budget
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Another copy must be placed on file with the town
derk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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Dept: EXECUTIVE - Acct# 4130.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: TOWN CLERK - Acct# 4140.1
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: BOOKKEEPER - Acct# 4150.1
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: ASSESSING - Acct# 4150.3
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: TREASURER Acct# 4150.5
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: PLAN.BRD - Acct# 4191.1
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: GOVT. BLDGS. - Acct# 4194.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: TRUSTEES - Acct# 4199.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998






Dept: BUILDING INSP. - Acct#4241.2
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: SEPTIC - Acct# 4242.1
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: HIGHWAY - Acct# 4312.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: SANITATION - Acct# 4324.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: RECYCLING - Acct# 4326.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: ANIMAL CONTR. - Acct# 4414.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: WELFARE - Acct# 4445.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: LIBRARY - Acct# 4550.0
Sandown Budget Proposals
1998
Dept: CON. COMM. - Acct# 4619.0
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The town of Sandown has grown this past year in more ways than one.
Without the dedicated efforts of our volunteers here, this town would
not be the pleasant, active community that it is today. Currently,
most committees do not have any openings! Many people have come to
the Selectmen's office to apply for various committees only to find
them full. There are, however, some committees still looking for
members, the Cable TV Advisory Board for one. These next two years
are very important for this Board since the members will be researching
a new cable TV contract for the town. The current contract expires at
the end of 1999. Anyone interested in joining the Board is encouraged
to come to the Selectmen's office or contact Tom Gainan. Many other
organizations in town have grown considerably. Space in the Town
Hall is now at a premium. Groups of all ages are keeping this
building very busy. Keep up the good work, folks! There are so many
groups that meet here that we can't name them all. From the Brownies
and Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, Grange and the 60+ Club - all ages, all
walks of life.
The Town Hall continues to enjoy its facelift from the Beau t if icat ion
Committee. Holiday lights installed by the Girl Scouts gave the
building that holiday spirit. The newest addition inside is the
ceiling fans donated and installed by the Verrados of American Shaolin
Kempo Karate. Many of us will appreciate these fans during the
summer months. Another addition to your town hall is the new upper
parking lot, newly paved and striped, and a new fence. Many thanks
to those who volunteered. Please use this lot to keep cars off the
street. There is also a new handicap access parking space located
at the front entrance.
The summer of 1997 began with the second annual Conservation Commission
Fishing Derby which was a very successful event and a good time was
had by all. Following the derby was the official season opening of
Seeley Park which was hosted by the Recreation Commission. The
Summer Recreation Program was another successful event which benefited
Sandown' s children. Many hours of hard work by the Commission proved
that this program should continue for years to come.
Old Home Days was another great town event. As always, everyone had
a wonderful time. Where else would you see Selectmen, a State Senator,
other politicians and various citizens race in a bathtub singing
"Rubber Ducky"?! Only at Sandown's Old Home Days! The second day of
Old Home Days was just as enjoyable with' a service at one of the
country's oldest meeting houses, right here in Sandown! The service was
followed by a homemade roast beef dinner. If you haven't yet visited
the Old Meeting House, you are missing a very historical building that
is part of America's history. Never changed, not since it was built
in 1774, the building is visited each year by the schoolchildren of the
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Sandown Central School as well as by tourists from all over the world.
Ask your child to take you for a tour or just contact Eleanor Bassett
for the key. When you enter the meeting house, you will go back in time
With the help of Eleanor Bassett and many town organizations, this Board
started the Sandown Senior Helpers which is dedicated to helping the
elderly with their needs. The Board began with a dinner /informat ional
time in November and the event was very successful. Many elderly
citizens came to the town hall for a turkey dinner with all the fixins.
The comments received from those that attended were very positive and
hopeful for a continued tradition. Anyone wishing to become involved
with this needed program can contact the Selectmen's Office.
The Board of Selectmen would like to single out and thank Bill Crum
for his 9 years on the Board. He has served through some tough times
as well as good times. Bill has dedicated many years in service to
the town on various boards as well as this board. His expertise and
knowledge will be greatly missed. Bill will continue to serve as a
member of the Planning Board. Thank you, Bill!
The town of Sandown has again proven that care and dedication to the
town and the people makes it, by far, one of the best towns in which
to live. The Selectmen would like to thank all those who make this
community what it is today. We look forward to a prosperous 1998!




1997 PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Sandown Planning Board met 24 times in 1997 including special
meetings, workshops and separate joint meetings with the Fremont
Planning Board. The Planning Board's efforts resulted in approval
or conditional approval of seven subdivisions including a major
cluster subdivision which encompasses both Sandown and Fremont
land. The approvals created 25 new building lots and the
conditional approval of the cluster subdivision allows for 41
dwelling units in townhouse-type , multiple dwelling units. The
Board also reviewed and approved five lot-line adjustments. At
year end, there remains, under review, one subdivision proposing
five lot s .
The Growth Management Zoning Ordinance approved by the town allows
the Planning Board to monitor the growth of the town and enact
limitations so as to better control and manage development and
growth in Sandown. Last year, the Board took note of the increase
of growth in the areas of building permits, population, tax rate
and proposed development and instituted phasing requirements.
This year, the Board further reviewed Sandown's growth and found
again a positive growth when compared to abutting towns in the
areas of building permits, population, tax rate, students and
proposed developments and instituted a limitation of building
permits under the Growth Management Ordinance. Presently,
developments before the Board are subject to building permit
limitations as well as phasing requirements.
The Planning Board is proposing four changes or additions to the
zoning ordinance. The first deals with a clarification of "piggery"
recommended and requested by the Health Officer. The second proposed
amendment deals with certifications of foundation locations. The
third and fourth proposed changes to_ the zoning ordinance are
significant additions to the current regulations. The third proposed
amendment adds a new article to the zoning ordinances entitled "Town
of Sandown Public Capital Facilities and Impact Fee Ordinance". The
purpose of the impact fee ordinance is to require new development in
the town of Sandown to contribute a proportionate share of the new
development's impact on the public facilities. The last amendment
to the zoning ordinance is the addition of an article regarding
telecommunications. This ordinance is an attempt to establish
guidelines for the siting of telecommunications towers and antennae
where no such guidelines had existed in the ordinance. The Rockingham
Planning Commission suggested enacting such an ordinance as without
the ordinance the Planning Board may be limited in its ability to
regulate the siting of telecommunications facilities including
towers and antennae. The Board urges you to approve all of the
proposed zoning ordinance changes.
Greg Eaton Don Picard
Lee Wilmot Vicki Wilson
Ed Mencis Donna Fugere
Tim Robinson, Alt. Bill Crum, Alt.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) is a volunteer committee
appointed by the Selectmen. The ZBA consists of 5 voting members
and 3 alternates. The alternates fill in on an as-needed basis in
the event that a regular voting member is not present or is unable
to vote. The ZBA, typically, meets on a monthly basis and has the
responsibility of making determinations on appeals made by property
owners for variances or special exceptions.
Variances are requests for waivers from the exact terms of the
town's land use ordinances. An example of a variance request is
seeking permission to construct a home on property that does not
meet the current lot size requirements.
Special exceptions are requested when a property owner determines
that the use he intends for his property is restricted and in order
to be granted a special exception the owner must meet certain
criteria established by the town. An example of a special exception
request is seeking permission for a commercial use of your property
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On July 27, 1997, building permit limitations were initiated as
part of the Growth Management Ordinance of 1996. Building permits
for new dwelling units have been limited to twenty (20) from
July 27, 1997 to July 27, 1998. Not included in this limitation
are previously approved site plans that are to be a "phased
deve lopmen t "
.
The full growth limiting impact of our ordinance will not be felt
until these developments which are now exempted (either through
phasing or other constraints) fall under its jurisdiction because
of the expiration of statutory time frames.
The total number of building permits for 1997 was 163 (an 8%
decrease from the 178 issued in 1996) . Again, as in 1996, we







Hopefully, this year will see us adopt updated versions of the










In 1997 the number of requests for abatement of taxes was
16. Of these, 4 were granted abatements (either from significant
deterioration of the property (fire, for example) or due to an incorrect
listing on the record card), 6 were denied and 6 Bre pending. A few have
applied to the state appeals board. There were no state appeals settled in
1997.
New Valuations
Reference to the building inspector's report will indicate
that a fair number of properties will have to be assessed in 1998. These
involve new structures, additions, alterations, outbuildings and similar
items. In addition to those, it is a practice to physically review all
properties transferred during 1997. The total number is 330 to date (very
slightly smaller than 1996).
Equalization Ratio
The town's equalization ratio has not yet been set by
the Department of Revenue (but will probably be around 1.24 (vs 1.26 at
present), indicating a continuing recovery in the market). This is the
ratio of property valuation to market value. Half of the properties are
greater than this and half less than this, with the majority within a
likely +/- 107. of this number (the coefficient of dispersion, or spread
was previously 11.1). A value of less than 15 is considered to be a good
measure of a fair assessment in a municipality).
The equalization ratio is the figure which is used to
adjust town valuations to comparable values for fair sharing of the
regional school district expenses. It also indicates that property market
values have decreased about 247. since the revaluation inl989.
Note, however, that if property assessments were
readjusted to make the equalization ratio =1.0 that a property's tax would
not change since the tax rate would be increased by the same 247.. The
taxes are primarily determined by the amount of money to be raised for
school, county and town services and debt, while the amount for a given
property's share is determined by the assessed valuation.
Some Statistics
192 property transactions were recorded in 1996. Of these
107 were "arms length" (willing buyer/will ing seller), 13 were
foreclosures, 8 sales by banks, and the rest were of other types
(inter— family, inter-business , court settlements).
Comment
As has been stated in previous reports, it is recommended
that property owners check the property records at the toun hall to ensure





1997 Budget Committee Report
I would like to thank the members of the Budget committee for their hard work and long
hours reviewing the 1998 budget requests. After a detailed review, the Budget
Committee is recommending an operational budget of $1,266,836. This figure is
$71,077 or 5.9% higher than the 1997 approved operating budget of $1,195,759.
A review of the salary line items and non-salary line items shows that the salary line
items (including salary, unemployment insurance, worker's compensation, and benefits)
have increased $9,842 or 2.3%. A similar review of non-salary line items shows an
increase of $61,235 or 8.0%). There were two major contributors to the increase in non-
salary line items. A 45.4%) increase from Blue Cross affected the Benefits budget, and an
increase in the hauling contract affected the Sanitation budget.
In addition to the operating expenses, the Budget Committee also reviewed Warrant
Articles for 1998. The amount of $321,540 was requested. The Budget Committee
recommended $320,020, or $1,520 less. The recommended amount for 1998 is $88,133
(38.0%o) more than the 1997 approved amount of $231,887.
I would like to thank the department heads for their time and effort in gathering the
information for the budget request forms and their time in appearing before the budget
committee and when necessary, the selectmen. We are working to improve the forms and
the process that is used.
We have included scaled down copies of the request forms that the department heads
submitted. We hope the people of the town find this information useful when voting on
the entire budget.
Last, but definitely not least, I would like to thank the people of Sandown in allowing me











SANDOWN CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD
1997 ANNUAL REPORT
The Cable Television Advisory Board serves as a liaison
between Sandown cable television customers and MediaOne,
formerly known as Continental Cablevision. During 1997,
the Board has worked with MediaOne management, protesting
rate increases despite the fact that Sandown receives less
service than other area towns.
In the realm of local television programming, a number of
locally produced programs are aired on Channel 48 and on
Educational Channel 30. These include the Annual School
District meeting. School Board meetings, the Timberlane
High School graduation, school sports and musical events,
and such feature shows as "Joan's Jazz Jam," "Bon jour ,
"
and "Sandown Today."
Because Sandown does not have a true Local Access Channel
as do the surrounding towns, local producers now share
Channel 48 on which programs are assigned specific time
slots. Currently, "Sandown Today" and other Sandown
telecasts are seen regularly Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and
Monday evenings at 7=30 PM on Channel 48.
Local shows are made by many volunteers, and to get more
residents involved MediaOne conducts hands-on training in
television production offered at no cost. Interested
residents, whether or not they are cable subscribers, may
enroll in classes by calling MediaOne 's Community
programming staff at 668-3123 or 382-9254.
The contract between MediaOne and Sandown will be up for
re-negotiation in the year 2000, and the Town will begin
preparations during 1998. Several openings exist on the
Cable TV Advisory Board, and we invite residents to apply
for these appointments to help us secure a new contract
more favorable for Sandown than the existing grant.
If you have a problem with cable service which is not
resolved by MediaOne, or if you are interested in getting







1997 Appropriation 1 ,000.00
Detailed Statement of disbursements
Supplies
BlueSealFeeds
Equipment Repair & Maintenance
Strandell Power Equipment







Anyone interested in purchasing a cemetery lot, please contact
one of the Trustees. The sale price for a single grave site
is $200.





Last year, at this time, there was great concern with the Indoor
Air Quality (lAQ) at Sandown Central School. Since then, corrections
have been made to prevent future problems. The main culprit causing
these indoor health issues was standing water. Gutters were
installed and now feed into dry wells designed to catch the overflow.
Floor vents in each modular classroom were sealed. Air exchange
units in classrooms were corrected to allow for constant air exchange.
Filters in each classroom are inspected and evaluated monthly.
Modular classrooms were cleaned and disinfected by a professional
cleaning company.
The EPA has developed a program called "Tools For Schools" which
aids teachers, parents, health officials, school personnel, etc.
to be pro-active in their approach to assuring safe lAQ . A core
team has been established. Members of this team are: Henry Fardella,
vice-principal, Ellen Zimmerman, school nurse and myself. Members
for this team are welcome.
The Turner Group of Maine is an engineering team that specializes
in lAQ, especially in schools. Recently, the Timberlane District
has contracted with the Turner Group to evaluate all of our district
schools .
Over the years, the Animal Control and Health Department have been
called upon to resolve issues concerning roaming farm animals. A
new Selectmen's ordinance regarding the containment of stock-at-
large has been approved. Another ordinance defines issues concerning
pigs and/or hogs in regard to the numbers allowed, property setbacks,
etc. This ordinance is important because it helps assure prevention
and maintenance of any possible health issue regarding manure, etc.
Septic systems require proper maintenance to prevent premature
failures. The number of inhabitants in the dwelling and what is
disposed will help determine how often a septic tank is to be
pumped. The town has information available for residents regarding
proper septic care.
Most of Sandown is serviced by private wells. A good practice for
well maintenance is to do a basic/ standard water test every three
years. A bacterial water test in the between years is sufficient.
Kits are available at the Town Hall for water testing.
Your Health Department is here to serve you: Foster and day care
inspections, septic problems, water quality, lead testing, food











Cheryl Cronin, Jane Neskey
and Brian Butler
^ O \v N
The Sandown Conservation Connmission was assigned a new liaison in March, Cheryl
Cronin; Jane Neskey joined the SCC in May 1996 and Brian Butler in March 1997.
The SCC held their second annual fishing derby June 21, 1997 at Seeley Park. We had
a great turn out and a good time was had by all. We are in the process of planning our third
derby, if you are interested in helping call the Selectmen's Office.
The SCC was awarded a match grant from the Rockingham Planning Commission to
have some new maps of Sandown made. These maps include town wide base map, wetland
map, aquifers map, soil types and watersheds map. When these maps are done they will be in
the town hall for everyone to use. We know they will be helpful.
In May 1997 the SCC participated in the Exeter River clean up day by sponsoring
Sandown Girl Scout Junior Troop 299 in their efforts to clean up the river and provided lunch for
the girls and parents after at Town Hall.
The SCC wrote a warrant article for 1997 to see if the town will vote to deposit 25% of
the revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A in a conservation fund for the strict purpose of
purchasing open space land for conservation use only in accordance with RSA-A:5III as
authorized by RSA 79-A:25ll. There are 60 towns in NH that have already agreed to deposit all
or a portion of this tax in the conservation fund. The article was passed.
The SCC is trying to make Sandown residents more aware of their environment and
what the new rules mean for them. Anyone that lives within 50 feet of water or wetland should
contact the SCC before doing any projects to their land or home to see if an application is
needed. The NH State law regulating dock construction is RSA 482:A, anyone with a dock
should have filled out an expedited dredge and fill application form. This law has been in effect
since 1969 for permanent structures in freshwater and 1978 for seasonal structures. Docks built
prior to these dates are grandfathered as long as the size, location and building material has not
been changed. Also all beaches that put down sand need to fill out the same form which only
lets you put down sand once every five years. The SCC will be helping the NH Environmental




I serve as the Sandown representative on the Exeter River Local
Advisory Committee (E . R . L . A. C . ) • E.R.L.A.C. is made up of
representatives from the ten towns along the Exeter River. The
committee meets on the last Tuesday of each month at the County
Commissioner's Conference Room, Rockingham County Complex in
Brentwood, New Hampshire.
This year, E.R.L.A.C. sent out surveys to all of the residents
living along the Exeter River in order to gather information
on the use and any concerns residents had pertaining to the
river. The Exeter River was added to the State of New Hampshire's
Rivers Management and Protection Program in 1995. The information
gathered from the surveys will be used to help form a River
Management Plan.
E.R.L.A.C. is also participating with the Audubon Society of
New Hampshire, Rockingham Planning Commission, New Hampshire
Department of Environmental Services, New Hampshire Fish and
Game Department, New Hampshire Office of State Planning and
UNH Cooperative Extension on the Exeter River Watershed Project,
This project is a collaborative effort to improve the protection
of wildlife habitat and water quality along the river. The
project is also working to identify key natural areas for
conservation and offer support for the development of a long-
term management and protection plan for the Exeter River
watershed .





305 Main Street • P.O. Box 580 • Sandown, N.H. 03873 • 887-3428
The Sandown Public Library has had another busy and challenging year. Over 16,000 people visited the library and well over
28,000 books, videos, audio books, and magazines were circulated.
Beginning in June, we had a few changes in our staff, our director Justine Schaffher left for another library job and Heidi
Traeger took over as director. Linda Lampkin joined the staff as our new Children's Librarian.
The Library offered several programs this year. John Evans gave a talk on Fisher Cats. We had a fall series "Take Time for
Yourself, which included presentations on Tai Chi, Massage, and Yoga. Parkland Medical Center did a two part series on
Prepared Babysitting The Library, in conjunction with the Sandown Historical Society, presented programs, which included
Preserving NH Forests and "The General Store".
Our children's programs continue to be very popular Thanks to several wonderilil volunteers, we were able to expand our
stor>' hours and offer after school craft classes for children Our summer reading program, "Take Us to Your Readers", a
space theme, was again very popular, due in large part to the great programs done by volunteers Staff from Sandown
Central, area pre-school and kindergarten teachers did our summer stor>' hours Several wonderftil patrons developed some
"space" fabulous programs Events for the summer reading program ranged from the NH Audobon Society's "Aliens or
Neighbors" to Radio Controlled Airplane Flying to a great final concert donated by Sandown' s Don and Pam Gaudreau, "The
Works"
The Friends of the Library continue their support through luncheons, the Book Sale Room, and the sale of book bags. They
also sponsored a Scholastic Book Fair, which raised over $800 worth of books for the Library. The Friends also helped to buy
two new office chairs, supported the Great Stone Face reading contest, and contributed to our Holiday programs Their help
is greatly appreciated by both the patrons and our staff.
The Library continues to offer several passes, including passes to the Londonderry Children's Metamorphosis Museum, the
Boston Museum of Science, the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium, America's Stonehenge, and membership with the NH
Audobon Society. The passes are available through the generosity of the Sandown Lions Club, the Friends of the Library, the
Sandown Mother's Club, and the endowment flmd
The Library continues to change as technology changes. The internet is still very popular with patrons and we also have a new
Pentium computer with CD ROM and several CDs donated by Amelia Leiss. Our card catalogue is now online and we are
migrating from cards to a computer based system.
Our library continues to expand in many ways due to the support of the Sandown taxpayers, contributors, and volunteers.
Two volunteers, Hazel Mariow and Dot Drowne, faithfully come in every week for two hours to help us keep up with our
work. On behalf of the trustees and staffwe want to thank all people who have volunteered at the library during the year.














Donations - S 3,894
Interest $11,910
Other Income $ 837





















SANDOWN HISTORICAL SOCIETY AND
MUSEUM PRESENTS A REVIEW OF THE
PAST SUMMER AT THE OLD RR STATION
The first lovely thing that happened was the planting of pansies by
Joy Somer's and Kathy Lee's Girl Scout troop. We enjoyed visits by
Scout Pack 268 - Den 7, Leader Dee Dee Laplante and Webelos Scout
Leader Pat Mosqueda. We also welcomed 16 exchange students from
Spain
.
On their annual tour, AO third grade school children learned how
people in Sandown lived in the last century. They tried on a hoop
skirt, pounded wooden pegs in the handmade shoes, tapped out a
message on the telegraph key, turned the handle on the old ringer
telephone and listened to the music on the Edison phonograph.
They used a 200 year old wooden mallet to pound a peg through a
beam, worked the velocipede and, for a finale, got locked up in
the stocks. A very exciting day!
Altogether, we had 292 visitors this year - 83 from Sandown,
86 from other New Hampshire towns and the rest from California,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Florida, Nova Scotia, other parts of Canada and Spain. To
commemmorate their visits, many bought the sweatshirts, t-shirts
and cookbooks which the Museum has for sale.
The Museum received a number of gifts during the year. These
included a large framed train picture donated by Gerald Meuse
in memory of his brother, a game board and pieces, an old round
tub washing machine, a harpsichord donated by Diane Somerset which
was used in Sandown by Addie Nye about 1920, a wonderful collection
of old railroad books given by Ralph Rooney of Hampstead, a wooden
mallet received from Lloyd Lessard and donations from Amelia Leiss
and Pat and Les Potter.
Our big project this past summer has been the restoration of the
flanger cars by Dan Vitello. They are almost finished and look
very nice in their new red and black colors. We plan to have an
"Open House" this coming spring to celebrate their completion.







In its second year of existence, the Summer Recreation Program
saw a 28 percent increase in user hours. The program, under
the direction of Krista Warren, was run for six weeks at the
Roy L Miller Recreation Field on Main Street.
We had an admirable force of teenagers who volunteered their
time to serve as counselors-in-training. Together, they
volunteered more than 370 hours. We could not have run such
a successful or cost-effective program without them.
The Commission would like to extend its thanks to second year
CITs Mitchell Mencis and Becky Brown. Thanks is also extended
to first year CITs Kristin Lins, Tim Poloquin, Kate Turlikowski,
Joshua Allen, Dave Lucier and Stacey Comeau.
Seeley Beach was the place to be for many people during the hot
summer months. The Commission offered "Opening Day" at the beach
which ran concurrently with the Conservation Commission's Fishing
Derby. Children and adults were treated to balloons, cake and a
visit from a clown who performed magic for the children.
Lifeguard-supervised swimming was available every day from 10 AM
to 8 PM. A summer swim program took place in two sessions and
was well attended.
Again, this year, residents stepped forward with generous donations
and offers of help. The recreation area and town beach benefited
from donations of sand, fencing and labor. Monetary donations to
the recently established "Revolving Fund" were also received.
Site work at the Miller Field included work on the road leading
up to the field. Drainage was added that will, hopefully, prevent
further wash-out of the road. Fencing was installed around the
basketball court. Plans are in the works for improvement to the
infield at the new ballfield. The original material used has
proven to be too sandy and an offer to replace it at no cost
has been received by the Commission.
Two warrant articles have been submitted by the Commission.
The Summer Recreation Program Warrant has a -0- tax impact.
The warrant article for a well at Miller Field would have an
approximate $.07 tax impact. It is the consensus of the
Commission that a well at Miller Field will enable the town
to maintain and improve what has been a substantial investment









ANNUAL REPORT - 1997
The year 1997 was a busy year for the Sandown Fire Department.
Although the actual number of fire calls was less than in 1996,
the number of service calls and auto accidents was up.
The members of the Fire Department have been involved in the
refurbishing of Engine //2. This project is not completed at
this time but it will be soon and will be a huge asset to the
Fire Department.
The Department thanks all of the residents for their support
in this project.
As always, the Fire Department officers and members have devoted
a lot of hours to making this department a real good working






REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST R^USfGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden. P'ire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Deparonent to find out if a permit is required. Violations ofRSA 227-L:17,
the file permit law and the other burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines ofup to S2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fixe
suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with
forest lire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire
and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 271-221 7.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Eacli town has a Forest Fire Warden <>nii several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, preventicm, and law enforcement. The 1997 fire season was
a safe period for wildlaiid firefighters witli no major injuries reported. The drought conditions
experienced during the early summer mondis was a sigmficant factor resulting in the total
number of fires reported during the season.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response irom
local fire departments. Tliis is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and
keeping the loss of propert}' and suppression costs as low as possible.
1997 FIRE, STATISTICS
(All Fires Reponed thru December 23, 1997)



















































It's that time again. Time to look back on another year, time to reflect on what transpired, on what we
learned, on what we experienced. I am proud to say that this year went smoothly because I have an
excellent group of professional officers who made it that way.
Several of us received extensive training this year on Narcotics, Sexual Assaults, Juvenile Problems and
Domestic Violence. These crimes, as you must be well aware when watching the news and reading the
newspapers, are still on the rise and here in Sandown is no exception. Therefore, training and preparation
in dealing with these matters is of crucial importance.
Two Officers attended training sponsored by the N.H. Attorney General's Office on Sex Crimes. Extensive
training has positive effects. It provides more knowledge, more detailed investigation and can reduce the
possibility of liability issues. Our in-house training, critique of cases, and computerization also provides the
entire department with targeting problem areas.
We confiscated over 50 marijuana plants this year, some in excess of nine feet in height with a possible
street value of one hundred thousand dollars. We made several drug possession arrests also.
Among our incidents and investigations this year we experienced our first Computer crime which was dealt
quickly and professionally, locating the culprit in another state. The individual was a juvenile who was mis-
using the Internet.
Our Explorer Program has recruited more teens interested in Law Enforcement. Four of Avhich attended
the New Hampshire Cadet Training Academy this summer. We are very proud of one of our Explorers,
Joshua Hodson, he recently received the Eagle Scout Award from the Boy Scouts of America. We are also
happy to announce that yet another Cadet, Benjamin Pinault, has been hired as a Part-time Officer on our
department.
This department has also become involved in a Peer Mediation Program for Juveniles. Tours of the station
and safety talks were given again this year along with a Firearms Safety talk.
We applied for a Federal Government Grant called the Universal Hiring Grant This Grant supplies the
Town of Sandown with seventy five percent funding, not to exceed seventy five thousand dollars, to employ
a full-time Officer for a period of three years. The Town must contribute approximately twenty-five
















































































(Minors In Possession Alcohol) 44
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PROPERTY INVENTORY MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTLt 50
TOWN OF SANOOWN, N.H.
SEPUENCEO 8V NAnE - TAXES ROUNOEO
NUNICIPAL TAX SILLING SYSTEK
PAGEI 1
• SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY I^VE^TORV MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTLl 50
TOWN OF SANDOWh, N.H.
stgoENCEO ey naue - taxes rounoeo
BUMCIPAl tax 61LLIK6 SVSTEH
PA6EI 2
• SElECTEO eV: ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE : PROPERTY IKVEfiTORV MSTER L
TITLE
OATE
PROPERTV INVEhTCRV MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTU 50
TOWN Of SA^DOw^, h.H.
SEOUENCEO 6Y NA«E - TAXES ROUNOEO
















M36 BLfllSOELL, GEORGE F.
166 BLAHE, 0. FREDERICK
166 6LAXE, D. fREOERICC
168 BlANChARD, OEBCRAh E.
174 BLATNIK, FRANK
1?6 BLAUVELT, BERRILL A.
183 BOBRYK, ALEXANDER A.
184 eOEKARK CONSTRUCTION CO.
185 B080SH, ROBERT W.
167 EOGRETT, DAVID R,
188 BOHnE, bICHAEL E.
1S2 BOLAND, MRY a.
154 BOlTOn, JErfREY A.
1S8 60MN, JAMES A.
5311 BOOKhOwER, AARK J.
200 ecose, emery F.
5020 borruso, paul a.
203 eosies, rose
4319 bouchard, gary
5462 EOuCriARO, JASON A.
5359 BOUCHARD, lINDA M.
4218 BOUCHER, JOSEPH R.




5247 BOUTIN, SUSAN L.
216 EOVI, WAYNE
4005 BOWEN, JEAN E.
4005 BOWEN, JEAN E.
218 BOWIE, lEDn A.
218 BOWIE, LEON A.
3857 BOYLE, ROBERT L.
5271 BRADY JR. ,EU6ENE f.
219 BRAGG, ROBERT C.
220 BRANCA, MICHAEL J.
221 8RANC0, Thomas
4253 BRANN, GLEK R.
3664 BRAYALL, RICHARD A.




PROPERTy INVENTORV SASTEft LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTU 50
TOWN Of SfldDOwN, li.H.
SEOUEnCEO BV NAllE - TAKES fiOUNOEO
HUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEH
PASEf 5
• SELECTED BV: All PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY UVEftTORV MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTL« 50
TOWN OF SAhDOwh, N.h.
SEOUENCEO 8Y NAliE - TAXES ROUNOEO
HUMCIPAL TAX BIUIHG SYSIEB
PASEI 6
• SElECTEO 6V: ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
sftOPERTV WWm MSTER LIST
31/16/98 TRflNSfti? CTLI 50
TOWN Or SANDOwN, fi.H.
SEOUENCEO BY NAUE - TAXES ROUNOEO
|i,UMCIPAL TAH BILLIKG SYSTEH
?AGE» 7
' SELECTED EV: ALL PROPERTIES
ilTiE
DATE
PROPERTY UVEMDRY BASTES lIST
01/16/98 TfiANSfti! i'nt 50
TOWN OF SA^DOw^, ^.h.
SEQUtNCEO BV NARt - TAKES ROUNOtO
HUMCIPAL TAX BIuUO SVSTEf
PA6EI 8
• SELECTEO BV; All PROPERTIES
TITiE
DATE
PROPERTY IfiVEMORY MSTER lIST
01/16/98 TRSNSfER CTl» 51
Tuw^ Of SI1I<00WN, h.h.
SEIJUENCEO ev NfldE - TAXES SOUnOEO
HUMCIPAl tax BlLllKG SYSTtH
PASEI 9
* SELECTED BY; AIL PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
PROPERTY IKVENTORY MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRflNSr'ER CTLl 50
TOWN OF SflNOOwN, N.h.
SEQUENCtO BY NAUE - TAXES ROONOEO
lUMCIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PA5EJ 10
' SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
IITLE
DATE
PftOPERTY I^VE^TORV MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTlI 50
TOWN OF SANDOwN, N.h.
SEOUENCEO BV «A»E - TAXES ROUND
NMCIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEH
PAGEf U
' SELECTED BV: All PROPERTIES
ACTI PROPERTY OWNER SER» NAPi
TITLE
OATE
PROPERTV IKVEnTOkY i-flSTER LIST
01/16/98 TMNSftR CTU 5(
TOW^ OF SflNOOwfi, ^.h.
Sti)u£NCto ev xm - takes sounoeo
fuMCIPflL TAX BILLING SySTEn
PAitJ 12
• SELECTED BY; ALL PROPERTIES
TITlE
OflTE
PSGPERTY iNVEMORy BftSTER LIST
01/16/S6 TRflltSrtS C'li 50
TOWN OF SftNOOWN, K.h.
Scij'JtNCtO BY NflBE - TAXES ROuNOtO '
NMCIPAL TAX BIllUG SYSTEK.
PAoEl 13
' SELECTED EY: ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE : PROPERTY I^VE^TGRY MSTER iIST
DATE : 01/16/98 TRflttSfti! CTif 5(
TOWN OF SANOOkN, S.h.
Sti)Ut«CEO BY HAKE - TAXES ROuNO
HuMCIPAl tax 6IuU6 SYSTEH
PAatj 14
• SELECTED EY: ALL PROPERTIES
TITLE
DATE
PfiOPERTV UVEfiTORY MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSftS CTlI 5(1
TDwh Of SflhOOWN, K.H.
StOuENCtO BV Ulif.i - TAXES ROONOEO
RUMCIPAl TAX EILLU6 SYSTtH
?A5£t 15
• SELECTED EY: AiL PROPERTIES
TITlE
OflTE
PROPERTY INVEMCSY MSTER LIST
01/16/98 Ti^/iNSr'ER CTll 50
' SELECTED E¥: ALL PROPERTIES
BCT< PROPtiiTV OwNci* SER» flAPI
TOWN OF Sft^00w^, n.h.












3307 oAUOET, JuHft J. 939 19 037 2,700 S 121,800 R
4(16 GAuC'ETTE JR., ROEEST P. 1683 IE 037-04 104,2110 ft 57,600 R
738 SAUOETTE, JAnES E. 520 16 004 99,700 R 60,600 R
2236 GAuDREAu, OONAlO 521 04 018-OS 85,900 R 60,000 R






5075 6AUVIN, OAVIG J.
2117 3AUVIN, LiNOA
4510 GAVNOft, JOSEPh 0.
742 5EISSER, JOHN A.


























3065 GENESSE, ROBERT A.
3085 GENfSSE, ROBERT A.
746 GENiUE, JOSEPH D.


























752 GENUALOO, SAlVATuM l.
752 GENUALOO, SAlVATORE l.
752 GENUALOO, SALVATORE l.
2105 GEORGE, OEICRE
5068 5ERACI, SEnEOETTO
4432 GERRY, hIllIAB R.
4432 GERRY, WlLLlAH P.
5251 GETCkEll, DONALD F.
755 5IANGRE50RI0, OEVNlS A.
757 GIAOl'InTA, ROnAlE '.
2245 6IAR0, ROGER
755 GIARPuSSO, RICHARD
3675 5I33S, WAYNt :.
760 GIBSON, DOUGLAS P.
762 GIOnEY, OORIS 1.
763 GIGUERE, DAVID N.
4855 GIlCRcAST, OAVIO
4667 GILPAN, DAVID B.
4174 oIORuANO TRUST, lOUIS
4174 GIORDANO TRuST, lOuIS
5399 GITSCHIER, ERIC «.
2683 GIULIANO, LISA J.
2683 GIULIANO, iISA J.
2251 glazier, robert
4323 oleason, Charles l.
766 606UEN, ERuCE R.
4468 GOnZAlES, HECTOR C.
5542 GOODWIN, STEVEN C.
768 GORDON, FRANCIS E.
TITlE
OATE
PROPERTY UVEMDRY MSTES lIST
01/16/98 TRflfiSFEi? CTlJ 50
TOw^ OF SfiNOOwh, N.n.
Stl)UENCEO 8Y NflBE - TflXtS ROONOcO
fuMCIPfiL TSU EIuUE SYSTEM
PflfiEit 17
• SElECTEG EV: All PROPERTIES
TITlE : PliOPtliTV UVEMORY BUSTED lIST
OflTE I 01/16/96 Umni. CTll 51
TOwii Of Sfl^0OM^, N.h.
SEOuENCt'o ey hh - taxes munoeo
BUMCIPflL TAK 6ILLU6 SVSTEn
?A5E» 18
• SELECTED BV; Au PROPERTIES
TITiE
OflTE
PROPERTV INVEMORV RASTER lIST
01/16/98 TRANSftR CTit 50
TOWN OF SflNOOtiN, N.h.
StOUtNCtO ev NflBE - TAXES ROUNOtO
ruMCIfflL TAX EIuUG SVSTE»
?Aat« 15
' SELECTED EV: Au PROPERTIES
TITLE
OATE
PROPERTV I^VE^TOI<Y MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TRANSFER CTlI 50
TOWN OF SANOOWN, N.H.
SEOLlENCtO ev NA«£ - TAKES ROUNOEO
HUMCIPAl TAH BILlUG SVSTEH
PA6tl 20
' SELECTED EV; All PROPERTIES
TITlE : PROPERTY IliVEMCRY MSTER iIST
DATE ; 01/16/98 TftMSFti^ CTliI 50
TOK^ Or SANDOwN, N.h.
SfOOENCtO BY NAliE - TAXES ROuNOEO
KUMCIPAl tax EIllInE SVSTEH
PAGE* 21
' SELECTED EY: All PROPERTIES
TITiE : PftOPERTV UVEhTOftV RASTEft lIST
DATE : 01/16/96 TJANSfES CTl« 50
' SELECTED EY: All PROPERTIES
ACT* pi^oPE^TY Owner SE^I
TOWN Of SA^00w^, I>.h.
SE^UtNCEO 8V NA«E - TAXES SOUNOEO










FE VAluAiiO« VAluA ION
3235 <EllY, .<cNNETh J.
S8E KEBPXES, ROBERT E.
993 <tNNEY, tH'lH J.
<8S KENNY, JANE' l.
2380 <ERN, WlLlIAB A.
2834 KERN.JABES h.
99/ <I0O, JABES
5460 UEfER, JEFFREY S.





1765 UsBAll, rang R.
729 aS'^LtN JR., RICiARO f.
5U3 RING, FRAN^ G.
iUi <ING, JASES <.
3665 UnSVATER, JOin
1009 KPPENSERoER, JOHN C.
lOii idPPhUT, PSISCIllA E.
2353 URK TRUSTEE, P-l'rR J.
5107 KIRK, SIDNEY A.
5237 <ITE, JENNIFER A.
1016 KlAXTON, RIC.iARD T.
1018 <LEInAuER, PAUL F.
1021 KLEZ, RICsARC L.
4545 KlIES, WILlIAN a.
3552 KL0CKE5, JOSEPH V.
4616 KNIGhT, SRENuA lEE
3675 KNIGtiT, RCnAlD
1024 KNOTT JR., JOy L.
1024 KNOTT JR., ROY l.
3134 KNUUTTUNEN, TERRf 0.
3457 KDERN, TEG Y.
4842 KOnENOA, WIllIAH S.
4SS6 KGNTOS, ClAIRE Pi.
5157 KOPRtSKI, RON
4963 KRAiZ JR., JOHN F.
1031 KRAUSE, KENNETH w.
5255 KRAwEC, lAuRIE E.
1036 KUKENE, JOHN E.
1041 KUlISEK, OORGThY
4907 KUROSZ, VAlENTY J.
1042 KuS, LESLIE C.
4448 KuTZElNAN, STACY l.
141
TITLE : PROPERTV I^VE^TC•i(¥ fflSTER llST
OATE : 01/16/98 TSAIiSfcS CTlf 50
TOwl» OF SflNDOWK, ^.h.
SEOUENCtO BV NA(!E - TAXES ROUNOtO
NuMCIPAl TAX EIuUG SVSTEf
PA5E* 23
• SELECTED it: ALi PROPERTIES
TITiE : PROPERTV I»VEMORy MSTES llSi
OflTE : 01/16/98 TSAdSfES CTi» 5(
' SELECTED BV; flu PROPERTIES




PROPERTY IhVEMORy MSiEfi LIST
01/16/98 TRANSr'Ei! CTlf 50
TOw^ OF Sfi^DOw^, ii.h.
Sfi)UENCtO 8V NA«t - TAXES ROUNOEO
HUMCIPAL TAX BIUU6 SYSTEH
PAGEI 25
' SEiECTEO BY: All PROPERTIES











4965 LIRA, STEVEN C.
113< LISTER SR., RICHARD V.
1132 LISTER, JAflES 8.
3S93 LITCHFIELD, JEFFREY l.
3993 LlTCrtfltLO, JEr'fRtY L.
39S3 lITChFIElD, JEFFREY l.
1139 lIZOTTE, !iO.^MNO E.
5376 LlC, hCC NORThwOOC
lin LUAOER, RIChARO J.
1145 lOCXhART, dALCGlB C.
1147 lOCOnTE, PATRICX J.
5496 lOFTuS, ThOPAS J.
1152 lORO, SEOR'jE
1152 lCRG, GEORGE
4233 lORO, RICHARO E.
2391 lOuCxS, CONAlD
1156 'J'JRE'TE, lAwREnCE E.
4796 LOVE, ERIAIi K.
1160 LOVE, DENNIS
SUE lovell jr., warren p.
1164 lOVERlNi, hAROlO E.
4486 LOW, XEVIN T.
5317 lOmES jr., sATThEw J.
4031 lOZZI, JA^ES R.
1165 LU3I1SXI, JOHN C.
4E7E. LUCIER, CnfilSTOPKER h.
1167 '.UCIER, MRX H.
530 LUCIER, PETER J.
1170 LUEOERS FAnIlY TRuST
1173 lunO, GlEnYS I.
1172 I UNO, HARRY J.
2776 lUONGO, JOHN
4760 LUSCflJl8, EOttlN 0.
2400 LYNCH, DANA T.
1174 LYNCH, EOkARO W.
6479 LYNCH, lORETTA
1179 lYTlE, HENRY
4492 LVTlE, JOSEPH X.
1185 (ACCLEllAN, OAVIO T.
1167 MCDOnAlO associates
2785 KACOONALO, EVELYN C.
3102 BACDOUGALl, ThOMS V.
4937 «ACE, OE80RAH E.
3690 MCEAChEREN, XENNETh
1191 AACfARLANE, PABElA H.
604
TITlE : PftCPER'V INVENTORY MSTES LIST
GATE : 01/15/93 TJAfiSr'ci! CTlH SO
TOwN OF SfiNOOkN, N.h.
ScijuENCtO ey NAflt - T/KcS ^juNOEO '
BuMCIPAi TAX EIllU6 SySTEi-
?AGE« 26
' SElECTEC EV: All PROPERTIES
TITlE
OflTE
PROPERTY INVEMORY BASTER lIST
01/16/9B TRflNSr'tS CTil 50
TOK^ Of SA^00u^, ^.H.
SEIIUtNCEO 8Y NflnE - TAXES MUNOEO
NMCIPAL TAX EIUUG SYSTEB
PfiacJ 2/
' SELECTED BY: ALL PROPERTIES
ACT* PROPERTY OWNER SERS SAPf
iniE ; PliOPERTV INVENTORY MSTER iIST
OftTE : 01/16/98 T«ANSr"tii C'li ii
TOkN of SANOOwN, N.h.
StOuENCtO BV NA«E - Tfl<tS ROONOcO
BuMCIffli TAX Bluli-G SYSTEl<
PAacI 28
' SELECTED EV: ALL PROPERTIES
TITlt : PROPERTY I^VE^TGSy KflSTEft lIST
OflTt : 01/16/93 TRANSfcS CTlf 50
SELECTED EV; ALL PROPERTIES
CTS ?i!0?:i!Ty OwsES StRl BftPI
TOwh OF Sfl^DOw^, ^.h.
SEO'jcNCto ey nme - tmes monoeo
LOT}





PROPERTY UVEMORV fflSIER LIST
01/15/98 UmfiH CTlJ 50
TOw^ Of SAhDOwN, K.h.
SEijUtNCtO i1 NAflE - TAXES ROUNOEO
nmcipal tax BIuUO SVSTEA
PA6EI 30
' SELECTED EY: ALL PROPERTIES
TITlE
OATt
PftOPERTV IfiVEMOiiV MSTER LIST
01/15/58 TRAsSftii CTl* 50
TOWN OF SfiNDOwN, K.h.
StOuENCtO ev NABE - TAXES ROUNOtO
»UMCIPAl TAii BUlUO SVSTEF
?A6t« 31
• SEi.ECTED BY; Au PROPERTIES
TITiE
OflTE
PkOPERTV UVEMOkY FfiSTES iIST
01/16/98 TRftftSr'E^ i'lt 5
TOwK OF SflNOOWfi, ^.h.
SE^UEnCEO 8/ NA«E - TA<t5 SOuNOEO
i(uMciPftL >n eillUG sysTEi"
PAntJ 32
' SELECTED EY; flu PMPEIfilES
flCTf PMPtRiV Owner ScRI nAPI
TITLE
OflTE
PfiOPERTV iNVENTOftY MSTED LIST
01/16/98 TRflNSfEii CiLl 50
TOWh OF SA^DOw^, li.h.
stouENCto er nabe - taxes rounoeo
fuMCIPAL TAX BlLlUG SVSTEH
PA5EI 33
• SELECTED EV: All PROPERTIES
TlTiE : PROPERTY INVEMDRY SflSTER lIST
OflTE ; 01/16/S3 TRIlfiSrt^ i''.i b(
TOw^ Of Sfl^DOw^, ^.H.
SEiJJtNCtO av NA"t - TMES ROUNOEO
BUMCIPftl TflU EI'J.UO SVSUf
PfliE« 31
' SELECTED BV: fill PROPERTIES
TITiE : PROPER'V UVEMCRY RflSTEif lIST
OATE ; 01/15/98 TOANSFES CTlI 50
TOwh OF SANOOkN, N.h.
SEijUtNCEO 8V am - 'Hii ROuvDEO
suMCIPAl TAK, EIlUnG SVSTEf
PflSE* 35
' SELECTED EV; AM PROPERTIES
TITlE
DATE
PfiOPERTV UVEnTDRY MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TSANSfES CTlI 50
TOkN Of SA^00w^, d.h.
ScijUENCtO ev NflBE - UUi ROuitOEO
* SEiECiEC' EV: All PROPERTIES





HUMCIPAl tax BIllUG SYSTEI"
PAGEI 36
Current ElEl'PTIO^S f'V
USE Or'r" VALUftTION VSLUfl'ION
us? OOslNSOii, STEPHEN E.
1S20 ROBUSON, TINOThV U.
M50 SOCCO, ANTrtOfiY J.
5362 ROCCO, PAUL
1569 ROCHA, <tITH «.
3104 ROChA, TlfOTnY l.
1570 ROCrtEfORT, DAVID A.
1571 ROCKWELL, hOwARC C.
1572 ROuERIC((, PAUL P.
1302 R006ERS, JEFFREY J.
4257 ROObERS, PAUL T.
1575 ROCRICK, STEVEN A.
1579 RJ5AN, ^A2EL
1552 ROGERS, FRANCIS K.
5it7 ^DiE^S, SCO" A.
15ft RG^ES, kARREN J.
1585 ROJAINE, GEORGE E.
1555 ROMINE, GEOfiC-E E.
flS51 RDSATI II, RICHARD J.
2555 ROSE JR., AlEER" f.
1567 ROSE, GEORGE
1557 ROSE, GEORGE
5372 SaSENE, AlAN R.
«3«0 ROSS 3R., JAI>ES F.
1539 ROSS, R03ERT 3.
1550 ROSS, STUAR" G.
11200 R0THEh3ER5, NAOsI S.
5519 ROuTfilER, PETER J.
1594 ROY, ALFREO J.
5006 Rov, nn a.
1708
TITiE : PliOPEfiTV I^VE^TOI<V fflSTER LIST
OflTE : 01/16/58 TiiANSfci! CTif 50
T0^.'^ OF SAMJOwN, ^.H.
SEOJENCeO 8V NABE - TAXES SOuNfltO
RUMCIPfiL TAX EIuI*6 SVSTEB
?A6tl 3/
* SELECTED EV: ALl PROPER"
TITlE
OflTE
PROPERTV WWm MSTER dST
01/16/98 Ti^flfiSftR CTL« 5
' SELECTED EV; Au PROPERiIES
ACTI PROPERTY OWNER SE<«
TOWN OF SflNDOwN, N.H.















PROPERTY IftVENTOfiV MSTER lIST
01/16/98 TSfl/iSftR CTU 50
TOWN OF SANOOkN, li.h.
ScOuEHCEO BY NflflE - TAXES ROUNOEO
BUMCIPAL TAX BiLlIfiS SYSTEn
PA5£» 39
' SELECTED EV: All PROPERTIES











2808 SAnOOWN, town Of
2606 SANDOwN, TOWN OF
2503 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
2606 SAnDOwN, town OF
2808 SANOOwn, town Of
2806 SANOOwN, TOwN Of
2808 SANOOwn, TOwn Of
2S06 SANOOwn, TOWN OF
2808 SAnOOwK, town Of
2E06 SANOOwn, TCwN OF
2808 SANOOWN, TOwN Of
260f SANOOwn, 'Own Of
2303 SANOOwn, TOwn 0-
2606 SANOOwn, TOwn Of
2308 SANOOWN, TOwN Of
2806 SANDOwN, TOwN OF
2308 SANOOWN, TOWN Of
2606 SANDOwN, TOwN OF
518S SANOS, JOAN L.
5106 SANTA FE Hi, JOSEPh S.
5281 SAPIEN2A, JOHN f.
163i SARCIOnE, ARThuR l.
382/ SAR5ENT, JAflES n.
3835 SAR6ENT, lAuRA
3839 SAR5ENT, lAU^A
163? SASSERSON, bCRDON S.
5036 SAunOERS, SCOTT J.
3650 SAVARO INVESTMENT 6R0U?
3281 SAVASTANO, JOScPrt
4261 SAVIANO JR., lOuIS l.
1231 SAVIANO JR., lOuIS L.
4195 SAWYER, EuY P.
1645 SAHYER, RUSSEll
5155 SCAlI, RUhARC 0.
5455 SCAlI, RICriARO 0.
6455 SCALl, RICHARC 0.
4265 SCARHON, rttNRY H.




2573 SCHNEIDER TRUSTEE, lAuREl
3370 SCHOENTHALER INC.
1661 SCHOMER, ALFRED




PSOPERTV UVtMDRy SflSTER ilST
01/16/93 UANSftS I'ii 5(
T(ih^ DF SAtiOOwh, ^.h.
SEdUtNCtO BV NA»c - iA<t5 SOuNOtO
puMCIPAl tax EILLI^G SySiEl"
PAatJ 40
' SELECTED Ef; Ail PROPERTIES
TITlE : PliOPERTV IfiVtMORV MSTER LIST
OAT£ : 01/16/98 TSANSrtS CTll 50
TOk^ OF SflNOOwN, ^,h.
stouENCto er Kum - tuxes rounoeo
MUNICIPAL TAK EIuUO SVSTEH
PA6EI 41
* SELECTED BV: ALl PROPERTIES
TITLE
OflTE
PROPERTY UVENTGRV MSTEk US'
31/16/53 TRANSfcR CTi* 50
TOuN of SANDOwN, ^.^.
StilUtNCEO BV NflBt - TAXES ROuNfl
nmciml tax EIllUG SYSTEk
PA5EJ H2
• SELECTEG EY: All PROPERTIES
Tlia : PROPERTY IhVEMORV MSTER lIST
OdTE : 01/16/98 TRflNSfci! CTi« il
TOWN Of SA^DOw^, ^.h.
SEQUENCtO BY NA«E - TAXES ROUNOEO
RuMCIPfii TAX EIllUO SYSTEH
?A5Ef 43
SElECTEG BY: All PROPERTIES
UTiE ; PROPEftiV InVEMukV FASTER lIST
GATE ; 01/16/98 UmfiH CTiJ 5
TOwN OF SANOOkS, N.h.
StO'JENCEO er NAKt - TAXES i^OUNOEO
FuMCIPAi TAX EIilUO SySTtf
PAiEJ it
" SELECTED BK: All PROPERTIES
TITLE
OflTE
pROPERTy isventokv mster list
01/16/98 'RflNSftS CTlI 50
TOWh OF SA^00w^, fi.h.
SEOUENCtO ey NflnE - TAXES SOuNOtO
liuMCIPflL Tftx BIiLlNE SySTEf.
PflSEf Hi
' SELECTED BY; All PROPERTIES
iiTi£ ; mnvi iNVEMOKy bastei* list
OflTE : 01/16/93 Umm CTit 50
TOkIi of S(l^DOn^, n.h.
Sti|ytNCtO 8V NAbE - TAXtS ^OuNOtO "
HUMCIMl tax BlaUG SySlEl"
' SElECTEC i\: Au PROPERTIES
TITLE
OflTE
PRDPERTV I^Vt^TOI^Y MSTER LIST
01/16/98 TSflNSfES CTLt 50
TOUN OF SAhOOwN, ^.h.
ScOtlENCEO BV NAllE - TA<cS ROUNOcO '
fUMCIPAL TAX ElLLUt SVSTEH
* SELECTED EV: All PftOPERTIES








POISON CONTROL CENTER 1-800-6 43-4000
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 1-800-58 2-717 7
STATE POLICE 1-800-8 52-3 411
SCHOOL NUMBERS
SANDOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL (MAIN ST.) 887-3648
TIMBERLANE JUNIOR HIGH 382-7131




(Hours: 8:30 AM - 12:00 Noon, 12:30 PM - 3:00 PM)
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR 887-4870
(Hours: 8:00 AM - 12:00 Noon, 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM)
(Add. hrs. 4:30 PM - 7:30 PM (Mon . eves.)
FIRE CHIEF 887-4806
POLICE ADMINISTRATION 887-3887
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 887-3887
HEALTH OFFICER . 887-3646
HIGHWAY DEPT./ROAD AGENT 887-3484
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 887-6100
LIBRARY 887-3428
SANDOWN POST OFFICE 887-4655
TRANSFER STATION 887-5498
BURNING PERMITS
Carroll Bassett 887-3453
Irving Bassett 887-4659
Jim Bassett 887-3496
Lloyd Lessard 887-3967
